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The goals of this study were to determine the practical steps taken to implement 
requirements of ISO 14001, to determine the benefits of implementation, and the 
effects on both environmental and economical performance. Also the goals were to 
identify the challenges that have faced the implementation and the emergency plan. 
 
These goals were achieved through the collection of basic information from the 
authorities of Giad ElSewedy Cables Company and Giad Industrial City and the 
distribution of questionnaires to managers and employees. The results of the study 
included all elements of ISO 14001 requirements through answers of the detailed 
questionnaires and statistical analysis for the data by computer software (STATA). 
The results of this study showed that the main obstacles the implementation faced 
were the identification of applicable legal requirements and the environmental 
aspects’ identification and measurements, what lead to use the Egyptian laws and 
standards. The study revealed that the percentage of application of ISO 14001 is 75 
- 90 % and the percentage of benefit from the application is 80 - 95 %. 
 
The study recommended the updates of environmental laws in Sudan and 
establishing specific departments and environmental laboratories to measure the 
environmental aspects provided with advanced equipment and trained staff. It is 
also recommended that the improvement of communication system, providing 
environmental training programmes and development concern of environmental 
awareness among the employees through effective participations in the 
Environmental Management System.  
ـــ 
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12ار56ا 78ه فا5هأ<ه =>?6ا 1@A?B6ا تاDEF6ا 5G5HI  وKGا تL=AE>ﻡ 8@NO>6 1B14001 و PQ@=EI 5RاDS 5G5HI 
 يدLV>WXا ءادZاو <[@=6ا ءادZا \ﻡ ]آ _A` 1=Ia>?6ا رLbcاو .LًeGا ف5fI L?آ تLG5H>6ا _A` فaB>6ا _6ا 
 g@=E>6ا hfiاو <>6اوئراDE6ا 1Eﺥ 8@NOI. 
 
فا5هZا 78هlI Q@QHI  \ﻡ 1@2L2Xا تLﻡDAB?6ا m?i a=` Lfرادا ةو تoﺏLqA6 ي5GDr6ا دL@i mOVﻡ دL@i 1OG5ﻡ
ا mGزDIو 1@`LOV6ا\@NtD?6او ءار5?6ا _A` تLﻥL@=>2X .hA?v 1w@>ﻥ 12ار56ا وKGا تL=AE>ﻡ aﺹLO` ]آ 
14001 لoﺥ \ﻡ إ تLﺏLiتLﻥL@=>2Xا 1@A@VN>6ا aID@=?q6ا {ﻡLﻥaﺏ 1E2اDﺏ تLﻥL@=A6 <RLVﺡXا ]@AH>6ا ]?`و 
)STATA. ( نأ 12ار56ا 1w@>ﻥ hHﺽوأ 1@2L2Xا تL=QB6ا  <>6اLffiاو 8@NO>6ا GaBI <ه>?6ا تL=AE 
1Q=E?6ا 1@ﻥDﻥLQ6ا  و 1@[@=6ا aهL?6ا GaBIوLf2L@W 1GaV?6ا تLNﺹاD?6او \@ﻥاDQ6Lﺏ 1ﻥLB>2o6 ىدا L?ﻡ  . L?آ
 <ه g@=E>A6 1GD[?6ا 1=rO6ا نا 12ار56ا hHﺽوأ75- 90 %  1=rOﺏ g@=E>6ا \ﻡ ةدLN>2Xا hﻥLآ L?آ80 - 95  
. % 
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1. Introduction  
 
1.1 General 
 The word ‘environment’ is used in different ways. It is used for ‘home 
environment’, ‘work environment’, ‘social environment’, and used to describe our 
physical surroundings, made up of air, trees, grass, and water. Our concern must be 
for the world as a whole, it’s ‘air, water, land, natural resources, flora, fauna, 
humans, and their inter-relations’ [1]. 
 The world’s environment is continually changing. Originally this was caused 
by physical factors such as erosion and climatic change [1]. 
 Man has caused his own changes in the last centuries, since the Industrial 
Revolution, the rate of change has become faster and faster [1]. 
 Concern for the environment is growing day by day. Damage to the 
environment caused by man ever increasing demands which accelerate 
consumption of natural resources, and by the pollution of land, water and air caused 
by human activities and the wastes created [1].   
 Pollutants and wastes are created as products of utilizing the natural 
resources. For sake of future generations some control has to be exercised. For 
example, damage in the ozone layer caused by volatile organic compounds 
reaching the stratosphere result in an increase in skin cancers. Greenhouse gases, 
particularly carbon dioxide from burning fuels and car exhausts will cause the 
temperature of the earth to rise, with potentially catastrophic results if the ice caps 
melt and sea levels rise. These are truly global in that the whole world contributes 
to the problem to a greater or lesser degree and the whole world has to find the 
solution [1].  
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1.2 Environmental Management System 
 The environment has become an important factor in the decision-making 
process of companies around the world. Environmental issues are becoming more 
complex and interconnected [2]. 
 ‘Environmental management’ is keeping control of human activities so as to 
conserve the physical resources and to avoid polluting them. The environmental 
impacts of industrial activity that are either resource are becoming depleted or 
environmental damage is increasing [1]. 
 A true Environmental Management System (EMS) includes evaluating and 
managing all potential environmental ramifications of an organization. 
Implementing an (EMS) means looking at everything from the environmental 
impacts associated with getting raw materials to impacts associated with ultimate 
disposal of the product produced and everything in between [3].  
 A properly developed and carried out (EMS) can improve regulatory 
compliance and environmental performance. It can increase overall efficiency and 
accountability, reduce costs and potential liability, increase employee awareness of 
environmental responsibilities, and improve community relations [2]. 
 As competition increases within the expanding global market, environmental 
laws and regulations are setting new standards for business in every region of the 
world. But good environmental performance is not just a legal or moral obligation. 
It also makes good business sense. Reducing pollution means increasing efficiency 
and wasting fewer resources. Improved health and safety conditions result in a 
more productive workforce. Supplying goods and services that respect the 
environment helps to expand markets and improve sales. In short, companies 
become more competitive when they practice good environmental management. 
 On the other hand, the risks posed by mismanaging environmental issues are 
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complex and varied. They include the obvious, such as damage to the environment 
with negative consequences for the overall standard of living. They can also 
include damage to a company’s reputation and a resulting loss of confidence 
among customers, neighbors and shareholders, the loss of market share, and, of 
course, legal liabilities [2]. 
   By properly implementing an appropriate environmental management 
system (EMS), any company, large or small, can ensure that they effectively 
manage environmental risks while identifying and exploiting the myriad 
opportunities proper environmental management can bring. Such a systematic 





















1.3.1 General Objective 
The general objective is to help in the application of an Environmental 
Management System for Giad Industrial City through the case study of applying 
ISO 14001 for Giad ElSewedy Cables Company. 
 
1.3.2 Specific Objectives 
The specific objectives are to: 
• Determine the practical steps taken to implement requirements of ISO 
14001. 
• Determine the benefits for implementation.  
• Identify difficulties facing application of ISO 14001. 
• Evaluate effects on both environmental and economical performance. 
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2. Literature Review 
 
2.1 Environmental issues 
 Environmental issues have become increasingly important throughout the 
world. All countries, irrespective of the type of economy, or stage of development 
face problems related to issues of pollution and/or depletion of natural resources. 
Some of these issues may be of local nature and some will have global significance.  
Often a problem arising in one country will also affect a number of other countries. 
 
2.1.1 Depletion of Ozone Layer 
  The ozone layer in the upper atmosphere plays an important life support 
function by filtering out harmful ultra-violet (UV) radiation from the sun.  
Unfortunately, scientists have detected a loss of ozone in this layer which reduces 
its ability to filter ultra-violet radiation effectively.   
  Increased levels of (UV) radiation reaching the Earth’s surface can affect: 
• Human health e.g. skin cancer and cataracts. 
• The ability of plants to photosynthesis, which may have effects on 
agriculture and marine fisheries (the marine food chain is based on tiny plank 
tonic algae that fix the sun’s energy by photosynthesis). 
 
2.1.2 Global Warming 
  Global warming is the term used to describe the gradual warming of the 
atmosphere due to an increase in the concentration of certain gases, (‘Greenhouse 
Gases’) in the atmosphere, as a result of human activities. These gases inhibit the 
loss of heat energy back into space. Carbon dioxide is the principal greenhouse gas 
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and it is naturally present in the atmosphere. However, the concentration is 
changing because carbon which is currently ‘locked up’ below the ground is 
liberated by the burning of fossil fuels, whilst the destruction of large areas of rain-
forest also releases large quantities of carbon to the atmosphere. Other gases which 
have been identified as contributing to global warming include methane and 
nitrogen oxides (NOx) as well as chlorofluorocarbons (CFCs) and halons. 
 
2.1.3 Air Pollution 
  Pollution of the upper atmosphere, as discussed earlier, causes ozone 
depletion and global warming. Pollution of the lower atmosphere is an equally 
serious issue. It is estimated that one fifth of the world’s population breathes air 
polluted beyond World Health Organization (WHO) safety limits.  
 
2.1.4 Water Pollution 
  The use of rivers, lakes and seas as a medium to receive sewage and other 
wastes from human society has created widespread problems of water pollution. 
These water bodies are also important as sources of drinking and irrigation water, 
as sources of food (i.e. as fisheries), for transport and for amenity and these uses 
may all be adversely affected by the pollution.   
 
2.1.5 Toxic Chemicals 
  Problems of air, soil and water pollution are linked to the wide variety of 
natural and synthetic chemical products in use. In addition to their useful properties 
many of these products also display characteristics which turn them into 
environmental pollutants. For example, certain organic pesticides such as Dichloro- 
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Diphenyl-Trichloroethane (DDT) are environmentally persistent and show a 
tendency to ‘bio-accumulate’. This means that once ingested they tend to 
accumulate in animal tissues with the consequence that ‘top’ predators may carry 
concentrations of the chemical that are hundreds of millions of times more 
concentrated than background concentrations in the environment.   
  Nowadays, new chemicals are tested for such harmful properties and are 
only licensed for use if found to be ‘safe’. However, testing can only check for 
anticipated problems and from time to time unanticipated adverse properties may 
remain undetected until a product is already in widespread use.  
 
2.1.6 Loss of Biodiversity 
  In recent years there has been an accelerating loss of natural habitats and of 
plant and animal species. This loss is the result of factors such as pollution, 
deforestation, changing land-use and excessive exploitation of wild species (such as 
fish). Aside from any moral consideration involved in driving other species to 
extinction, this loss has important consequences for our own well being. Biological 
diversity is important as a source of valuable resources (food, pharmaceuticals, 
timber...) but also in many more subtle ways. For example, forest vegetation 
protects and maintains soils and its loss can lead to serious soil erosion and, as in 
the 1998 hurricane in Honduras, catastrophic floods and mudslides. 
  A number of international conventions seek to protect wildlife and stem the 
loss of biodiversity. These include the Convention on International Trade in 
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2.1.7 Depletion of Natural Resources 
  Natural resources include land, clean water, fossil fuels, minerals and 
biological matter. In the 1970s there was much concern over shrinking natural 
resources in view of population growth and it was predicted that a number of key 
resources would run out within a period of a few decades. Now, it is believed that 
some of these predictions were excessively pessimistic but there is still major 
concern about how man will continue to meet man requirements into the 21st 
century.   
  The most acute natural resource issues man currently faces, however, are the 
problems of uneven distribution and ability to exploit resources. Some resources, 
such as fresh water, are concentrated in certain areas and access to them is far from 
being equal. This is compounded by rapidly spreading desertification (i.e. the 
conversion from fertile land to infertile desert) as a result of poor agricultural 
practices (overgrazing, inappropriate irrigation schemes, removal of the natural 
vegetation which protects the soil from erosion) and climatic problems such as 
drought.  
 
2.1.8 Quality Of Life 
  Some environmental issues, though not posing a threat to survival, are 
important for quality of life. Such issues as dust, noise, litter, traffic congestion, 
and access to countryside have an effect on the general well being of the human 
population. For many people these issues can represent the most immediate and 
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2.2 International and governmental action 
 The serious threats to our environment have been increasingly recognized by 
governments since the 1960s, gathering momentum all the time. Some of the 
landmark milestones at the international level are described in the following 
paragraphs [1]. 
 
2.2.1 Stockholm, 1972 ‘Conference on the Human Environment ’ 
 The United Nations Conference on the Human Environment (also known as 
the Stockholm Conference) was an international conference convened under United 
Nations auspices held in Stockholm Sweden, from June 5-16, 1972. It was the UN's 
first major conference on international environmental issues, and marked a turning 
point in the development of international environmental politics. 
 The meeting agreed upon a Declaration containing 26 principles concerning 
the environment and development; an Action Plan with 109 Recommendations, and 
a Resolution. 
 One of the key issues addressed was the use of (CFCs) (haloalkanes), which 
seemed to be responsible for the depletion of the ozone layer. Global warming was 
mentioned, but in this matter nothing of substance was achieved at this Conference 
[5]. 
 
2.2.2 The Brundtland Report, 1987 
 The World Commission on Environment and Development chaired by 
Norway’s Prime Minister Gro Harlem Brundtland produced a report ‘Our Common 
Future’. In it, the phrase ‘sustainable development’ was defined as ‘forms of 
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progress which meet the needs of the present without compromising the ability of 
future generations to meet their own needs’[1]. 
 
2.2.3 Montreal, 1987 ‘Montreal Protocol on Substances that Deplete the Ozone 
Layer ’ 
 In particular, this protocol led to the phasing out of chlorofluorocarbons 
(CFCs) as propellants in aerosols, as foaming agents in fire extinguishers and as 
refrigerants. The protocol has been regularly strengthened in the succeeding ten 
years [1]. 
 
2.2.4 Rio de Janeiro, 1992 ‘United Nations Conference on Environment and 
Development (Earth Summit)’ 
 The United Nations (UN) Conference on Environment and Development, 
also known as the Rio Summit, Earth Summit or, (in Portuguese, Eco '92) was a 
major conference held in Rio de Janeiro from June 3 to June 14, 1992. The Rio de 
Janeiro conference in 1992 issued a declaration which included calling on national 
governments to ‘enact legislation and to formulate plans at national and local level 
to promote improved air quality, protect the quality of the environment and land-
based resources, and address the problems of waste, poverty and lifestyles, and 
disseminate environmentally sound technology’. Another important outcome was a 
broad agreement requiring industrial countries to reduce emissions to 1990 levels 
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2.2.5 Kyoto, 1997 ‘The UN Framework Convention on Climate Change’  
 The UN’s concern for climate change took a further significant step with the 
Kyoto Protocol, which set the target of reducing the emission of Greenhouse Gases 
to 5.2 per cent below 1990 levels by 2008–2012 [1]. 
 The Kyoto Protocol is a protocol to the international Framework Convention 
on Climate Change with the objective of reducing Greenhouse Gases that cause 
climate change. It was agreed on 11 December 1997 at the 3rd Conference of the 
Parties to the treaty when they met in Kyoto, and entered into force on 16 February 
2005. 
 The objective is to achieve "stabilization of Greenhouse Gas concentrations 
in the atmosphere at a level that would prevent dangerous anthropogenic 
interference with the climate system” [6]. 
 
2.2.6 Johannesburg, 2002 ‘World Summit on Sustainable Development 
(Second Earth Summit)’ 
 The World Summit on Sustainable Development (WSSD) or Second Earth 
Summit 2002 took place in Johannesburg, South Africa, from 26 August to 4 
September 2002. It was convened to discuss sustainable development by the United 
Nations. (WSSD) gathered a number of leaders from business and non-
governmental organizations, 10 years after the first Earth Summit in Rio de Janeiro. 
The Johannesburg conference was billed as (Rio + 10). Reactions to the outcome of 
the conference were mixed, with some people feeling that hard progress was 
obscured by politics. Nevertheless, firm commitments were agreed, including: 
• Harmonizing the classification of chemicals by 2008 and producing and 
using chemicals that will not harm human health by 2020; 
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• Increasing the efficient use of energy and the proportion of energy from 
renewable sources; 
• Reversing the trend of losses in biodiversity by 2010; 
• Ending destructive fishing and establishing protected areas by 2012 [1]. 
 
2.2.7 Ongoing actions 
 Concern for the environment is an ongoing concern, which is reflected in the 
ever increasing body of legislation. Some of this is in response to international 
pressures, some to European pressures, as well as originating with the government 
of the United Kingdom (UK). A few examples are: 
• Finance Bills (Budgets) – company cars taxed according to emissions, 
climate change levy (energy tax). 
• Landfill tax – to discourage land filling. 
• Pollution Prevention and Control Act 1999 – emissions and effluents 
from industrial processes. 
• Water Industry Act 1991 and Waste Resources Act 1991 – pollution of 
water. 
• Producer Responsibility Obligations (Packaging Waste) Regulations 1997 
– to minimize packaging and promote recycling. 
• The Landfill Regulations 2002 – to stop co-disposal of hazardous and 
non-hazardous waste. 
Soon, the above will be followed by: 
• The forthcoming adoption of the End-of-Life Vehicles Directive and the 
Waste Electrical and Electronic Equipment Directive into (UK) law – to 
promote recycling [1]. 
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2.2.8 Bali, December, 2007 ‘The UN Climate Change Conference’ 
 The researchers, who include many of the world's most acclaimed climate 
scientists, have issued the 'Bali Climate Declaration by Scientists' in which they 
call on government negotiators from the 180 nations represented at the meeting to 
recognize the urgency of taking action now. They say the world may have as little 
as 10 years to start reversing the global rise in emissions. The Bali Declaration 
emphasizes the current scientific consensus that long-term greenhouse gas 
concentrations need to be stabilized at a level well below 450 ppm CO2e (450 parts 
per million measured in carbon dioxide equivalent). The declaration calls on 
governments to reduce emissions "by at least 50 percent below their 1990 levels by 
the year 2050. 
 The Bali Declaration endorses the latest scientific consensus that every effort 
must be made to keep increases in the globally averaged surface temperature to 
below 2 degrees C. The scientists say that "to stay below 2 degrees C, global 
emissions must peak and decline in the next 10 to 15 years". The critical reductions 
in global emissions of greenhouse gases and the atmospheric stabilization target 
highlighted in the Bali Declaration places a tremendous responsibility on the Bali 
United Nations Framework Convention on Climate Change [7]. 
 
2.3 Environmental Management System Concepts 
2.3.1 Introduction  
 “An (EMS) is a voluntary management system for identifying, controlling 
and monitoring a facility’s activities, which have potential environmental impacts. 
The framework provides structure and consistency for overseeing daily activities 
that shifts the environmental focus from reactive to proactive. Voluntary 
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implementation of (EMSs) has increased throughout the world as industry and 
organizations realize their environmental and market place value.” [8]. 
 Environmental management cannot be restricted to waste management. 
Companies have seen real gains in waste reduction in recent years through the 
waste minimization techniques of the 1980s and more recently the pollution 
prevention techniques of the 1990s. Pollution prevention calls for you to look at the 
entire process, determine the source of contamination and what can be done to 
prevent it. Likewise, true environmental management must include all aspects of 
the organization, such as personnel training, purchasing, management organization, 
communication, risk management, and emergency planning [3]. 
 An Environmental Management System (EMS) is a globally embraced 
organizational management practice that allows an organization to strategically 
address its environmental issues and well as related health and safety matters. 
(EMS) implementation reflects accepted quality management principles based on 
the “Plan, Do, Check, Act,” model using a standard process to identify current 
activities, establish goals, and implement plans to meet the goals, determine 
progress, and make improvements to ensure continual improvement. 
 Implementation of an (EMS) begins with a comprehensive evaluation of an 
organization’s operations and activities to determine how they can or do impact the 
environment. The (EMS) process then establishes goals and programs to address 
those impacts and improve efficiencies in the environmental footprint of the 
organization. The resulting plans are deployed throughout the organization, usually 
through existing management mechanisms. As the system evolves, it is evaluated to 
determine whether the goals are being met and, if necessary, plans are amended to 
achieve the intended goals and continue the improvement process. Each of these 
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elements also serves to make the organization more efficient and prepared to focus 




Figure 2.1 Model of an EMS 
 
 The goal of implementation of an (EMS) framework is to ensure that the 
approach taken is the most effective in order to enhance the capabilities of the 
organization to pursue its mission. Successful (EMS) implementation helps 
organizations avoid problems and improve efficiency by increasing awareness of 
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2.3.2 Environmental impacts  
 Business activity has a substantial impact on the environment: 
• The manufacture of products involves extracting raw materials from the 
environment and processing them to produce saleable items. As a result of 
the production process, various forms of waste (solid, liquid and gaseous) 
enter the environment. 
• The activities surrounding the manufacturing process - such as maintenance 
of plant and infrastructure and the packaging and transport of goods - all 
have environmental impacts. 
• In addition, the products that are produced will eventually be disposed of and 
enter the environment as waste. 
• The provision of services also results in a significant environmental impact. 
Service companies use various products and also energy to deliver their 
services, both of which result in waste entering the environment. Put simply 
the environment acts as a source of raw material inputs to the industrial 
process and as a sink for its waste outputs. This relationship between 
business and the environment is shown in Figure 2.2. 
  




Figure 2.2 The relationship between business and the environment 
 
 Although all firms produce waste, not all firms extract raw materials from 
the environment. This is done only by those firms at the beginning of the supply 
chain. These raw materials are then processed in various ways as they move along 
the supply chain. Eventually products emerge and are distributed to wholesalers 
and retailers.  
 By over-extracting raw materials from the environment and by overloading it 
with waste, the environment becomes degraded. Environmental management aims 
to find ways of carrying out business activities that reduce or halt this degradation. 
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2.3.3 Benefits and Advantages 
 “Environmental management makes good business sense, improve one’s 
environmental performance and can improve one’s business performance.” 
 There are a number of advantages to undertaking environmental management 
and these include: 
1. Cost savings 
Most, if not all people, wish to protect the environment. However, many 
SMEs fear that protecting the environment by improving their environmental 
performance will cost money. They fear there will be a conflict between their 
desire to protect the environment and their desire to keep down costs and run 
a successful business. 
The good news is that many SMEs have discovered that far from increasing 
costs, improving environmental performance actually reduces costs. 
Many companies have found that it is possible to save money, sometimes 
large sums of money, by improving their environmental performance. 
Various ways of achieving cost savings are described briefly below:  
a) Process efficiency 
• Improving the efficiency of existing processes  
Optimizing the performance of existing processes minimizes the use of raw 
materials and energy and the production of waste. Reduced use of raw 
materials and energy and reduced waste production are all good for the 
environment and the reduced resource costs and waste disposal costs are 
good for business. Proper maintenance of equipment is important as it 
minimizes costly downtime and the resource waste often associated with 
shutdown and start-up periods. 
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• Introducing more efficient processes 
Introducing new and more efficient processes also reduces resource use and 
waste production. Many companies have been able to make large cost 
savings by reducing the amount of raw materials, energy and water that they 
use. 
b) Product design 
It may be possible to redesign a product so as to reduce the amount of 
resources it contains whilst still maintaining the level of service it provides. 
c) Waste disposal - making money from waste 
As mentioned above, improving process efficiency will reduce the amount of 
waste that a process produces. Once waste has been generated, it is often 
possible to reuse it or pass it on to other companies that can use it and so 
avoid the costs of waste disposal.  
d) Sourcing of raw materials 
Changing the source of raw materials used in a particular process can result 
in cost savings. 
e) Infrastructure 
It is also possible to make savings by making efficiency changes to your 
infrastructure e.g. installing energy efficient lighting, insulating buildings, 
improving the efficiency of heating systems. 
f) Packaging and transport 
Once goods have been produced, they need to be packaged and transported. 
It is possible to make cost savings in these areas at the same time as 
improving environmental performance. 
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 As well as cost savings, other advantages of undertaking 
environmental management include: 
2. Ensuring legislative compliance 
By ensuring that it complies with relevant environmental legislation, a firm 
can avoid the possibility of being fined by the regulatory authorities for 
noncompliance and the adverse media publicity that can accompany such 
fines. 
3. Anticipating future legislation 
 Developing an awareness of likely changes in environmental legislation 
allows firms to plan for these changes and make appropriate investment 
decisions. If a firm is not aware of proposed legislation it may make 
investments that it then finds are not appropriate if and when the new 
legislation is enacted. Alternatively, a firm may find out about a legislative 
change at the last minute and be forced to undertake rapid investment to 
comply with its requirements. Prior knowledge of likely changes allows a 
longer time period over which to make the necessary investment and 
prevents possible cash flow problems.  
4. Reduced environmental risk 
Environmental risk is the single largest hidden risk for many companies. By 
undertaking environmental risk assessment as part of the environmental 
management process it is possible to reduce the risk of the occurrence of 
events that could have adverse environmental consequences. Banks, 
insurance companies and investors all base their decisions on an assessment 
of risk. The higher the risk, the less likely a bank is to lend, the less likely 
investors are to invest and the higher insurance premiums are likely to be. 
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Therefore a reduction in environmental risk is likely to be viewed favorably 
by all these parties, putting a firm in a better position to obtain loans and 
insurance cover and to attract investment. 
5. Meeting supply chain requirements 
An increasing number of large organizations are requiring their suppliers to 
demonstrate sound environmental management and are prepared to delist 
those that fail to do so. In some cases having an environmental policy is not 
considered sufficient proof of sound management and evidence is required 
that a firm is taking action to meet the commitments set out in their policies. 
Hence, undertaking effective environmental management will increasingly 
be necessary to gain or maintain supplier status with large organizations. 
6. Improved relations with regulators 
The ability to demonstrate sound environmental management may lead to 
environmental regulators taking a more “hands-off” approach to regulation 
e.g. a reduction in the number inspection visits required per year.  
7. Improved public image and community relations 
By publicizing its efforts to improve environmental performance, a firm can 
improve its public image, thereby enhancing its position in the market place. 
And by demonstrating sound environmental management, a firm can 
reassure the local community about its activities and thus build up good 
community relations. 
8. Increased market opportunities 
Lower production costs resulting from environmental management and good 
public image resulting from publicizing good environmental performance 
can result in a firm increasing sales and gaining a larger market share. 
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9. Employee enthusiasm 
The environment is an issue about which many people are concerned. 
Undertaking environmental management can generate a lot of enthusiasm 
within a firm as it allows employees to express their environmental concern 
in a practical way by contributing towards improving environmental 
performance. As one manager put it, his company’s environmental 
management system motivates his employees a lot more than its quality 
management system! [10]. 
 An (EMS) is thus a formal set of procedures and policies that define how an 
organization will manage its potential impacts on the natural environment and on 
the health and welfare of the people who depend on it [9]. 
  
2.3.4 Environmental Management Standards 
 If (EMS) was adopted purely as an internal management tool, the details of 
the system and its structure would not be important. However, the (EMS) is 
becoming more and more a matter of interest to people outside the management of 
the enterprise to workers, regulators, local residents, commercial partners, bankers 
and insurers, and the general public. In this context, the (EMS) is no longer an 
internal system and becomes a mechanism for communicating the enterprise’s 
performance to outside parties, and some level of standardization and common 
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2.3.4.1 What is ISO 
 First is to know about ISO. WHAT IS ISO? 
The International Organization for Standardization (ISO) is a worldwide Federation 
of national standards bodies from some 100 countries. 
(ISO) is a non-governmental organization established in 1947. The mission of  
(ISO) is to promote the development of standardization and related activities in the 
world with a view to facilitate the international exchange of goods and services and 
to developing cooperation in the spheres of intellectual, scientific, technological 
and economic activity. ISO’s work results in international agreements which are 
published as international standards. 
ISO’s NAME: A USER’S GUIDE 
 Many people think that (ISO) is the acronym for International Organization 
for Standardization. However it is not true. In fact, “ISO” is a word, derived from 
the Greek word “isos”, meaning “equal”, that occurs in a host of terms, such as 
“isometric” (of equal measure of dimensions) [12]. 
 
2.3.4.2 History and Background  
 Here is a brief history and background of environmental management 
standards. 
• Environmental management started in 1960s. 
• Environmental regulations introduced in 1970s and 80s. 
• Waste minimization became a popular component of environmental 
management in late 80’s and early 90’s. 
• Work of Deming and Juran started getting attention in 80s. 
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• British standard (BS) 5750 received significant attention, which is the 
foundation of ISO 9000. 
• Environmental management and standardization movements merged in 
early 90s. 
• (BS) 7750 formed the basis of European Union’s Eco Management and 
Audit scheme (EMAS). 
• In recent years there was upsurge of national and regional standards in 
environmental field. For example eco-labeling program in two dozen 
countries, (BS) 7750, (EMAS) etc. 
• After the adoption and acceptance of ISO 9000, (ISO) began an inquiry in 
1991 to assess the need for international environmental management 
standard. 
• A Strategic Advisory Group on Environment (SAGE), a panel of     
experts, was formed in August 1991 to make the assessment. 
• In the fall of 1992 (SAGE) gave its recommendations to ISO Technical 
Board. 
• In January 1993, (ISO) authorized the creation of Technical Committee 
(TC) 207 for the formulation of ES. ISO 9000 was formed through (TC) 
176. 
• ISO 14000 has similarities with (BS) 7750 which is more stringent,      
(EMAS) is the most stringent of all as it emphasizes for public 
environmental reporting [12]. 
At present, many countries and regional groupings are generating their 
own requirements for environmental issues, and these vary between the 
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groups. A single standard will ensure that there are no conflicts between 
regional interpretations of a good environmental practice. 
 The best known common framework for (EMS) is the ISO 14000 series. This 
series is based on the overall approach and broad success of the quality 
management standards prepared and issued as the ISO 9000 series [11].  
 
2.4 The ISO 14000 Family 
 Many businesses have developed their own environmental management 
procedures for years, but until recently there has been no trend toward formalizing 
or standardizing them more generally. In late 1996, however, the International 
Organization for Standardization (ISO) published the final version of an 
international voluntary (EMS) standard, ISO 14001. Other documents in the ISO 
14000 series provide more detailed guidance on many EMS-related topics, such as 
life-cycle analysis, ecolabeling, and others [9].  
 ISO 14000 is a series of generic environmental management standards that 
provides structure and system for managing environmental compliance and affect 
every aspect of company’s environmental operations [12].  
 The documents formally adopted (by the end of 1996) as international 
standards are those covering (EMS): ISO 14001 and ISO 14004. There are two 
other major (EMS) standards: the British (BS) 7750 and (EMAS). A process of 
harmonization has been under way to ensure reciprocal acceptability of these 
systems with ISO 14001. (BS) 7750 and (EMAS) are, however, broader in their 
requirements than ISO 14000. In particular, (EMAS) includes requirements for 
continued improvement of performance and for communication with the public, 
which are not part of ISO 14001. 
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 Within the (ISO) system, ISO 14001 sets out the basic structure for an 
(EMS), while ISO 14004 provides guidance. The crucial feature of the ISO 14001 
standard is that it identifies the elements of a system which can be independently 
audited and certified. The presentation in these standards is clear and concise and 
provides a framework that can be used as the starting point for a simple system for 
a small company or a highly detailed one for a multinational enterprise [11]. 
 
2.4.1 The standards interrelation  
 ISO 14000 is the generic title to a series of environmental management 
standards that address six distinct but related subjects. These include the 
components of ISO 14000 are 
• Environmental Management System (EMS) 
• Environmental Auditing (EA) 
• Environmental Labeling (EL) 
• Environmental Performance Evaluation (EPE) 
• Life Cycle Assessment (LCA)  
• Environmental aspects in product standards (EAPS) [13]. 
 
 In all, some 20 separate documents were being drafted under these six 
components, and the obvious question is whether your organization must conform 
to all 20 to become certified to ISO 14000? 
 The answer, quite simply, is “NO”. Only ISO 14001, the environmental 
management system specification, is a standard that you can be audited against – 
and it is voluntary. The other 16 documents are being offered to provide guidelines 
that support either the implementation of a management system or the analysis of 
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product characteristics. Thought useful, none of these others needs to be 
implemented or otherwise used by your organization for certification purpose [13]. 
 The six subjects covered by ISO 14000 can be grouped into two categories,  
1. Issues related to the Evaluation of organization. 
• Environmental Management System (ISO 14001, 14004). 
• Environmental Performance Evaluation (ISO 14014, ISO 14015, ISO 
14031). 
• Environmental Auditing (ISO1410, 14011, 14012, 1413). 
2. Issues related to the Products, Services and Processes 
• Life Cycle Analysis (ISO 14040 14041, 14042, 14043) 
• Environmental Labeling (ISO 14020, 14021, 14022, 14023, 1402X) 
• Environmental Aspects in Product Standards (ISO 14060) [11]. 
 
 The standard in the first grouping - which includes (EMS), (EPE), and (EA) - 
are used to implement your organization’s environmental management system. As 
intended in ISO 14001, the term “organization” includes anybody where there is 
organized human activity such as companies, agencies, factories, refineries, branch 
offices, libraries, etc.  
 The other grouping – which includes the (LCA), (EL), and (EAPS) standards 
– is useful for analyzing and characterizing the environmental attributes of 
products. 
 While the elements of ISO 14001 are key components of the specification, 
the (EMS) would not be complete without a process for ensuring it is conforming 
to the requirements established for it, be they in ISO 14001 or in your corporate 
program. You must have an audit or review to ensure the (EMS) is implemented 
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and maintained to assess whether management is reviewing the (EMS) properly, 
and to assess whether you are continuously improving the system. 
 No (EMS) can be audited if it doesn’t contain measurable requirements. In 
addition, most companies wish to improve environmental performance as an (EMS) 
goal. For this reason, one is likely to need some sort of environmental performance 
evaluation process. The (EPE) measures performance improvements, provides a 
basis for reporting improvements and nonconformance, and offers a way of 
assessing qualitative and quantitative environmental indicators and techniques.  
 The audit and EPE standards – guidance, really – developed by (ISO) are 
aimed at helping you fulfill the requirements of an (EMS), be it ISO 14001 or any 
other [13].  
 Here a list of the whole 14000 family standards: 
ISO 14000: Environmental Management System ... Specification with Guidance for 
Use 
ISO 14004: Environmental Management System ... General Guidelines on 
Principles, and supporting techniques 
ISO 14010: Guidelines for Environmental Auditing ... General Principles of 
Environmental Auditing 
ISO 1411/1: Guidelines for Environmental Auditing ... Auditing Procedures 
ISO 14012: Guidelines for Environmental Auditing ... Qualification Criteria for 
Environmental Auditors 
ISO 14013: Management of Environmental Audit Programs 
ISO 14014: Initial Reviews 
ISO 14015: Environmental Site Assessments 
ISO 14020: Environmental Labeling ... General Principles 
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ISO 14021: Terms and Definitions for Self-Declaration Environmental Claims 
ISO 14022: Environmental Labeling ... Symbols 
ISO 14023: Environmental Labeling ... Testing and Verification Methodologies 
ISO 14024: Environmental Labeling ... Guiding Principles, Practices and Criteria 
for Multiple Criteria-Based 
Practitioner Programs ... Guide for Certification Procedures 
ISO 14031: Evaluation of the Environmental Performance 
ISO 14040: Environmental Management ... Life-Cycle Assessment ... Goal and 
Definitions/Scope and Inventory Analysis 
ISO 14041: Environmental Management ... Life-Cycle Assessment ... Goal and 
Definitions/Scope and Inventory Analysis 
ISO 14042: Environmental Management ... Life-Cycle Impact Assessment 
ISO 14043: Environmental Management ... Life-Cycle Assessment ... Interpretation 
ISO 14050: Terms and Definitions ... Guide on the Principles for ISO/TC 207/SC6 
Terminology Work 
ISO 14060: Guide for the Inclusion of Environmental Aspects in Product Standard 
[12]. 
 
2.5 ISO 14001 
2.5.1 General 
ISO 14000 is a series of voluntary standards and guidelines (not regulations) 
formulated by the International Organization for Standardization (ISO) to 
harmonize environmental disciplines for industries all over the world.  
The heart of the (ISO) series is ISO 14001: Environmental Management Systems 
(EMS) [14]. 
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 ISO 14001 is one of the most widely used voluntary environmental 
initiatives environmental management standard. ISO 14001 is an international 
environmental management standard that offers a systematic approach to 
compliance and continual improvement while being flexible and widely applicable 
to a variety of organizations, such as manufacturers, service providers, and 
government agencies [15].  
 ISO 14001 is published in 1996 by (ISO) based in Geneva, Switzerland. ISO 
14001 specifies the components and requirement needed for an EMS. It has been 
published in many languages and was updated in 2004 [16]. 
 Many people refer to ISO 14000 and ISO 14001 interchangeably, but that’s a 
little misleading. ISO 14000 refers to the large family of standards for 
environmental management, while ISO 14001 (the first-born standard in the series) 
contains the EMS specification itself. 
 ISO 14001 is one of the thousands of uniform standards, specifying 
everything from film speed to paper thickness, developed by ISO. 
 The major difference between just having an EMS and being registered to 
ISO 14001 is that (ISO) registrants must be 3rd party audited on a regular basis to 
ensure that all requirements of registration are met. This is accomplished by 
contracting with one of the many (ISO) Registrars available all around the world.  
 The documentation of ISO 14001 is lengthy but not as complicated as the 
documentation process for ISO 9000, “the quality standard.” Many companies have 
found that if they are already registered to ISO 9000, they can easily adapt the 
structure for ISO 14001 [17]. 
 The standards apply to all types and sizes of organizations and are designed 
to encompass diverse geographical, cultural and social conditions. For ISO 14001, 
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except for committing to continual improvement and compliance with applicable 
legislation and regulations, the standard does not establish absolute requirements 
for environmental performance. Many organizations, engaged in similar activities, 
may have widely different environmental management systems and performance, 
and may all comply with ISO14001 [18]. 
 
What it is for?  
 Remembering that any (EMS) is seeking to place controls upon its 
environmental impacts, then it is only common sense to have a plan for monitoring 
and measurement of controlling activities. Such a plan should readily show any 
deviations from the targets during a review, so that if a problem does occur, then 
the appropriate remedial or corrective actions can easily be taken. 
 This is environmental control. ISO 14001 provides the framework to allow 
such controls to be exercised in a structured and controlled way. By documenting 
such a system, personnel operating it have a framework to: work around; hang 
ideas onto; follow what is documented; record what was done; and learn from any 
mistakes that were made [19]. 
 
2.5.2 The concept of ISO 14001 
 In the simplest of terms, and condensing the whole concept of ISO 14001 
into one sentence, we can say that fundamentally the Standard requires an 
organization to:  
‘’Control and reduce its impact on the environment.’’ 
 In simple terms, the Standard requires an organization to state how it goes 
about controlling and reducing its impact on the environment: doing in practice 
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what it has stated in its environmental policy; recording what has occurred; and 
learning from experience. What obligation does this impose upon an organization? 
  ISO 14001 requires an organization to control its impacts on the 
environment. All aspects of business activity cause changes in the environment to a 
greater or lesser extent. Organizations deplete energy sources and raw materials 
and generate products and waste materials. These changes are referred to as 
environmental impacts. ISO 14001 defines an environmental impact as: 
 ‘’Any change to the environment, whether adverse or beneficial, wholly or 
partially resulting from an organization’s activities, products or services.’’ 
 Identifying and assessing the significance of environmental impacts is a 
critical stage in an organization’s preparatory stages for ISO 14001. 
Thus the organization needs to understand that by operating its processes, by 
manufacturing its products or supplying its services, it is depleting natural 
resources and using non-renewable energy sources. At the same time it is also 
producing by-products in the form of waste materials. 
 The Standard requires management, by forethought and action, to use less 
scarce resources by better planning, use recycled materials and perhaps operate the 
process differently. An element of the controls required by the Standard will be 
dictated by the demands of legislation. Thus, to keep within the law, the 
organization will wish to ensure that all regulatory and legislative requirements 
concerning its environmental performance are satisfied. Increasingly, however, 
organizations are seeking to go beyond those legal requirements in order to ensure 
that their environmental integrity (of activities, products and services) meets the 
expectations of the stakeholders. So, in effect, compliance with the law is mandated 
by the legal authorities. Controlling environmental impacts is also mandated – not 
by the legal authorities but by the stakeholders – as there is an inherent 
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requirement, from the above discussion, to improve or minimize environmental 
impacts. 
 As the reader will note from reading the Standard itself, it is not a long 
document and is written concisely, with only six main clauses. It is generic in style, 
as it is intended to be applicable to any manufacturing or service industry [19].  
 The ISO 14001 standard has been designed to be compatible and harmonized 
with other international management system standards, including ISO 9001. It is 
therefore ideal for integration into existing management systems and processes. 
The nature of ISO 14001 allows it to be applied to the complete range of business 
sectors, scopes, and activities. In this respect it is a truly universal standard, and 
this is one of its great benefits [20]. 
 
2.5.3 Program Intent 
 The intent of an ISO 14001 environmental management system (EMS) is to 
develop a systematic management approach to the environmental concerns of the 
organization. The expected outcome of this approach is continual improvement in 
environmental management. 
 By setting an environmental policy, then making the environmental concerns 
of the firm clear (Aspects) and defining what will be done to control them 
(Objectives and Targets), planning is accomplished. Then, by establishing 
organizational structure, personnel responsibilities, competency and training, 
implementation begins. Communication practices, documentation control and 
procedural documents, operational control and emergency preparedness define the 
operation portion of the program. These items are usually included in an (EMS) 
Manual, which documents a program to accomplish the Objectives and Targets set 
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above. The organization’s methods for measuring and monitoring its environmental 
impacts is also included in the Manual, along with practices for identifying 
nonconformance and for implementing corrective and preventive actions. These, 
along with routine systems audits and record keeping constitute the (EMS) 
checking and corrective action program. And finally, the program has a routine 
management review of its activities. The words in bold above describe the general 
sections of an ISO 14001 (EMS) [21]. 
 The most significant and difficult of these is the requirement to integrate 
environmental protection into all the activities of the enterprise. Unlike the practice 
of environmental protection under the command – and – control regime, this 
responsibility can no longer be relegated to the environmental engineering staff. 
The central thesis of ISO 14001 is that environmental protection is a collective 
responsibility that can be accomplished best through the awareness, commitment, 
and actions of the individual employer. Instilling an environmental ethic in the 
workforce is, therefore, the paramount challenge of ISO 14001 [13]. 
 
2.5.4 What ISO 14001 Is Not and What ISO 14001 Is 
ISO 14001; 
• Is not a product standard 
• Is not a performance standard 
• Does not establish values for pollutants or performance levels 
• Does not establish test methods 
• Does not require initial performance testing  
• Does not require or establish a final performance goal 
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• Does not require to reach zero emissions or surpass regulatory compliance 
limits 
• Does not mandate best achievable technologies 
• Does not require to disclose performance levels 
• Does not require to disclose audit results  
• Is not required, period 
ISO 14001;  
• Is a framework for managing significant environmental aspects you can 
control and over which you can be expected to have an influence 
• Is for use by any company, any size, anywhere in the world 
• Is a voluntary consensus, private-sector standard  
• Is a system-based, placing reliance on the system, not on individual 
specialists 
• Represents a “ paradigm” shift toward holistic management and total 
employee involvement 
• Represents a shift to proactive thinking and acting  
• Urges employees to define their roles from the bottom up and requires top 
management backing, resources, and visibility to support them [13]. 
 
2.5.5 Elements of ISO 14001 
 Here, There are 17 elements that must be completed to become ISO 14001 
registered. These are listed below: 
1. Environmental Policy: This is the statement by the company, which 
incorporates the commitment of that company to improving the 
environment. 
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2. Environmental Aspects and Impacts: Documenting environmental “aspects 
and impacts” seems to be a difficult element to understand. It is the  cause 
and effect of any environmentally related issue; for example, energy 
consumption, hazardous waste, air emissions, waste water or other issues. 
3. Legal and Regulatory requirements: Compliance with law and regulation is 
central to the success of any company that registers for ISO 14001. 
However, it is possible that a non-compliance issue could exist, but it should 
be an objective or target for resolution. 
4. Objectives and Targets: Objectives and targets are established based upon 
the “impacts and aspects” identified during the (EMS) development. 
5. Environmental Management: These are the actions to achieve targets and 
objectives. 
6. Structure and Responsibility: What are the roles and responsibilities within 
the company that will meet all of the requirements, objectives and targets. 
7. Training, Awareness and Competence: One of the strengths of ISO 14001 is 
that employees from the top management of the business to the bottom must 
know and understand the philosophy, significant aspects and impacts, targets 
and objectives of the company. This is rarely found in companies that do not 
have an (EMS). 
8. Communication: Newsletters, email, printed materials, posters and many 
other methods can be used to demonstrate communication both internally 
and externally. 
9. EMS Documentation: Although critical to registration, documentation for 
ISO 14001 is much more practical and easier to understand than that of other 
(ISO) standards. 
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10. Document Control: This is the method used within a company to maintain 
the documents that are required for the (EMS) and (ISO) registration. The 
computer and some of the references can make document control easy. 
11. Operational Control: The control of operations and activities within the 
company should be in line with the targets and objectives of the (EMS). 
12. Emergency Preparedness and Response: Most companies should have this in 
place already, particularly if they are already required to meet other 
environmental regulations such as large quantity hazardous waste 
generation. 
13. Monitoring and Measuring: A plan is only a plan and there is no real way to 
improve if you do not have the method to monitor and measure results. 
14. Nonconformance, Corrective, Preventive Actions: Good management 
practice is to correct every mistake and try to prevent them from happening 
again. When they cannot be immediately corrected they must become a 
targeted objective. 
15. Records: Good record keeping establishes the history and proof that the 
(EMS) ISO 14001 requirements are being met. 
16. (EMS) Audit: Third party audits are one of the principal differences between 
just having an (EMS) and actually being registered for ISO 14001. (Jack, 
this section also, and more specifically, refers to the organization’s internal 
audit policy)  
17. Management Review: This is the “insurance” that the commitment to 
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2.5.6 Reasons for seeking ISO 14001 certification 
 The reasons why organizations implement ISO 14001 are generally given as: 
• To gain or retain market share via a green corporate image 
• To attract more ethical investment 
• To reduce insurance risks 
• To reduce prosecution risks 
• To reduce costs 
 The reasons may not necessarily be in this order of importance. However, the 
fact is that cost savings tend to be low on the list of responses. Image and potential 
loss of business are cited the most frequently. Cost savings tend to be overlooked, 
yet this is an area where implementing organizations can have major benefits [19]. 
 
2.5.7 Implementing ISO 14001 
 There are 7 ‘action areas’ to be addressed if you are to successfully 
implement ISO 14001 and achieve certification: 
1- Understand the requirements of the ISO 14001 standard. 
2- Identify the environmental aspects and legal controls associated with your 
organization’s activities, products and services. 
3- Identify your current environmental practices and procedures and formulate 
objectives for new or improved controls. 
4- Formulate an Environmental Policy and write all the necessary 
documentation. 
5- Measure, record and evaluate your environmental management performance. 
6- Conduct regular audits of your management system and correct any 
problems. 
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7- Achieve an ISO 14001 Certificate by a process of independent assessment 
[13]. 
 
2.5.8 The Plan - Do - Check - Act Cycle 
 The ISO 14001 environmental management system specification follows 
what is known as the “Plan-Do-Check-Act” cycle. It is designed for continual 
improvement of the (EMS) to foster improved environmental performance. 
Imagine ascending a spiral staircase. As you complete each upward spiral, you find 
yourself one level closer to your destination. Similarly, the Plan- DO- Check- Act 
cycle forms the structure for each ISO 14001 requirement to continually improve 
upon itself. No organization will ever reach environmental perfection; however, by 
applying this cycle, you will achieve continual improvement. 
 First, the organization must commit to its environmental policy, the stated 
intentions and principles relative to the overall environmental performance. 
Committing to the environmental policy will help to set environmental objectives 
and targets. As to continue acting on the environmental policy’s objectives and 
targets, the organization can and will experience continual improvement in the 
(EMS) and its objectives [13]. 
 
The ‘Plan’ phase 
 Planning is critical. As the axiom suggests: if you fail to plan, you plan to 
fail. The planning phase of the continual improvement cycle requires that to 
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The ‘Do’ phase   
 If expect the organization’s (EMS) to succeed, it must be develop the 
capabilities to support it. In general the organization must be responsive to the 
changing requirements of broad array stakeholders, internal and external 
circumstances, and continual improvement [13]. 
 
The ‘Check’ phase 
 Monitoring and measuring in one way to gauge the success of the 
organization’s environmental performance and to make certain (EMS) is meeting 
stated objectives and targets. Remember:” what gets monitored gets measured, and 
what gets measured gets managed” [13].  
 
The ‘Act’ phase  
 Finally, the organization’s (EMS) is a framework that should be continually 
monitored. Additionally, it should subject it to periodic reviews. The organization 
must keep abreast with dynamic internal and external factors that affect both 
environmental policy and environmental activities and improve the environmental 
performance. If treat the management review as the final step in the (EMS) process, 
it are be liable to suffer. Consider management review the beginning and end of 
overall (EMS) process. Management review is essential because it reflects 
management’s commitment to the (EMS). The output of this review has to be top 
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3. Material and Methods 
 
3.1 Area of study 
3.1.1 Giad Industrial Area 
 The idea of Giad was developed as integrated production industries and an 
integrated services complex. 
 Giad industrial city is located on the western bank of the Blue Nile, a 
distance of 50 km south of Khartoum city in Al.Kamleen province, Al.jazeera 
state, and the city’s area is about 15 km2. The city consists of two zones, industrial 
and residential. 
 The industrial complex constitutes of three major functional sectors  
1. Administrative Sector. 
 2. Metal Sector. 
 3. Automotive Sector. 
 One of the key areas of the complex is Automotive Sector which dealing 
with manufacturing of trucks, heavy and medium trucks, inner and inter-cities 
buses, vans and semi-transport, box and passenger’s cars and agricultural 
implements. 
 The metal factories are dealing with heavy industry and providing 
construction materials such as the building steal, angle iron, girder iron, iron plate, 
iron sheet, and all other iron profiles. They are also providing the aluminum 
profiles utilized in the constructing operations of doors, windows, house furniture, 
aluminum wires and various types of electricity connection cables: aerial 
transmission cables, ground cables, internal connections, telephones wires and 
cables, and the manufacturing of pipes with different measures for petroleum and 
irrigation. 
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 The number of labor in the city is about 2000 of single shift labor, and the 
number is expected to increase to about 3000 in the future.  
 
3.1.2 Giad. Elsewedy Cables Company  
Located at Giad industrial city. 
Number of employees 220 workers on three shifts. 
The main products are: 
• Over head transmission lines. 
• Low voltage cable single core armored and unarmored solid or stranded or 
flexible. 
• Low voltage cable four cores armored and unarmored solid or stranded or 
flexible. 
• Telephones cables 
• Overhead line bare and Poly Vinyl Chloride (PVC) insulated 
 
3.2 Materials & Methods 
 Materials: collected data of detailed questionnaire about ISO 14001 and 
statistical analysis of the data using software.  
 Methods used; 
• Meeting with Giad Industrial Complex authorities 
• Questionnaires I & II (Appendix I & II) 
 Two visits were paid to GIAD industrial complex; the First visit covered the 
following: 
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• Meeting with Environment department manager to know all information 
about GIAD industrial complex and all information that needed about ISO 
14001implementation in the company.  
• Distribute questionnaires for all the staff. 
 The Second visits comprised the collection of the questionnaires and taking 
of some photos from the work places area. 
 The procedures followed to implement this study were as follows: 
1. Drafting of detailed questions about ISO 14001 in the form of a 
questionnaire (Yes/No and multiple choice questions).  
2. Dividing the questionnaire to the questionnaire for managers and a special 
questionnaire for staff. 
3. Staff questionnaire containing 4 main axes; these are:  
a) The extent of environmental awareness among staff. 
b) The obligation to apply the main requirements of ISO 14001.  
c) The benefit from the application of ISO 14001 in improving working 
conditions.  
d) Safety and security preparations and emergency equipments.  
4. The administration questionnaire is more detailed by adding 4 axes to the 
main axes of staff questionnaire, these are as follows:  
a) Practical steps taken to the application of requirements of ISO 14001. 
b) The effect of ISO14001implementation to the company's management. 
c) Environmental and economical effects of the application ISO14001. 
d) Obstacles that facing application of ISO 14001.  
5. Distributing the questionnaire to all employees in addition to the directors of 
departments and sections.  
6. Collecting questionnaire.  
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7. Statistical analysis of the data using software (STATA).  
8. Taking the results of statistical analysis and the results of the observation 
visits to the study area; and making the results and recommendations that 
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4. Results and discussions 
 
 Through the materials and methods obtained in the previous chapter of this 
study, and after collecting the data from the meeting, visits and the questionnaire (I, 
II), the following results were discussed below: 
 
4.1 The Meeting, Visits and Managers’ questionnaires Results 
 From the questionnaire for the managers (appendix I), get only two samples 
of the questionnaire and their answers were identical 85%. The only differences 
were in the answers (good, middle) that why their results were taking as one and 
combined with the meeting results as follows: 
 In the meeting with managers of Cables Company, they declared that ISO 
14001 was chosen as a standard for its environmental management system due to 
the instructions of Sudan governmental policies and the growing concern about the 
environment all around the world. Increasing requests of clients and major 
customers such as oil sector to obtain ISO 14001certification was one of the most 
important initiatives of the application. Also there was concern about the effect of 
the processes on the labors and correspondingly on their health and safety, and on 
the work area environment led to adopt ISO 14001 requirements. From the 
questionnaire it was found that the company concerning about the certificate ISO 
14001 are to improve environmental performance, improve the company's 
reputation, protect the environment, economic gain, and as response to the 
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4.1.1 Steps for implementing ISO 14001 
 Essentially for ISO 14001 certification, man is setting his own environmental 
standards that will be measured against and decide which environmental factors in 
operation will be focus on. In Cables Company, in order to have a successful 
program, there were certain actions done and these were described below: 
1- The questionnaire revealed that; the application of ISO 14001 was taken in 
12-18 months and it was completed by the participation of the top 
management, specialized employees committee and outside expertise.  
This agreed with “However, based on the experience of both large and small 
companies, 12 months is too short a time period, whereas 3 years is too long. 
Eighteen months seems to be the ‘norm’.’’[18]. 
2- The questionnaire showed that there was an environmental survey in the 
preliminary stage before the application of ISO 14001. The preliminary stage 
made great assistance in the application process. The company conducted a 
review of existing processes, procedures, and documentation to determine 
initial conformance with the ISO 14001. This information forms the basis for 
next steps.  
This result applied the image of gap analysis “The initial review or gap 
analysis is, in itself, a microcosm of a well-organized approach to the entire 
ISO 14001 EMS development process. The gap analysis allows for a quick 
but comprehensive assessment of the facility’s existing environmental 
management practices and procedures, and compares them with the 
requirements of the Standard.” [20]  
3- An interview with manager showed that, all environmental legislative and 
regulatory requirements that pertinent to the company environmental aspects 
were identified. Also how to measure these aspects were identified and its 
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limitations. The resources to the official bodies responsible for such laws 
were: Sudanese Standards and Metrology Organization, The Ministry of 
Industry, The Ministry of Health, and the Ministry of the Environment. 
That was complying with the Standard ISO 14001 requirement in clause 
4.3.2 legal and other requirements. (Appendix 1) 
4- From the meeting and questionnaire, the company used the Egyptian 
expertise in this field and benefited from the Egyptian law No. 4 for year 
1994. Also benefited from the specific limitations in this law, the methods of 
measurement and the necessary devices because of the rate of convergence 
of environmental conditions between Egypt and Sudan, and the lack of such 
actions (resources) in Sudan. 
 That were manifest the Standard requirement in clause 4.3.2 legal and other 
requirements (Appendix 1) and the questionnaire result, the application of 
ISO14001 was not legally easy.  
5- From the conversation with the managers, the environmental regulations and 
environmental measurements were obtained from the environmental 
committee of the Sudanese body of Specifications and Standards, and were 
taken some existing specifications and agreement on the Egyptian 
environmental law as reference. It was agreed with the Tabyen Institute for 
the identification of the environmental measurements. 
6- From the meeting and questionnaire, environmental aspects were identified 
in the plant and its measurement: There were no serious environmental 
aspects of the factory because of the absence of danger chemicals or 
contaminated processes. These aspects affected the environment indirectly. 
In the Cables Company there were no byproducts harmful to the 
environment, but there were some industrial wastes are harmful. The 
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assessment of these aspects was based on the size and gravity, duration of 
exposure and repeated occurrence. The application of ISO 14001 had good 
effect on the assessment process, obtained better working conditions and 
improved the environmental performance. Environmental actions that had 
been implemented for the application of ISO 14001 requirements were; used 
of alternative techniques, materials and sources of energy to reduce pollution 
and used recycle wastes disposal.  
These results obtained the planning phase which is critical to the fulfillment 
of an organization's environmental policy and the establishment, 
implementation, and maintenance of its environmental management system 
and to determine its objectives and targets. The first thing the firm must do is 
to identify what the standard calls its environmental aspects. 
 The most important of these aspects were:  
• Heat stress 
• Noise 
• Fumes and dust suspended in the air 
• Waste disposal 
 From the documents and meeting, these aspects did not exceed limitations 
identified by large deviations (Appendix 4), and the only adverse impact 
directly on the health of the workers and therefore affected their 
performance, which is clearly on the productivity of the company. 
7- Cables managers explained that, the company worked on its environmental 
manual as a first step in the environmental management system; identified 
environmental aspects conformity with the law and the ways of treatment 
until it reached the required limitations. Also identified processes, disclosure 
of the reasons and treatment necessary procedures, preventive or corrective 
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actions. From the questionnaire, the main objectives were protecting the 
environment and allocate the corrective actions for the negative 
environmental aspects which over the limitations. The scheduled time is 6 
months and it discussed in the semi-annual meeting for reviewing the 
administrative system.  
These represented the requirement of ISO 14001 which clear in clause 4.3.3 
objectives and targets. (Appendix 1) 
8- Meeting with company managers revealed that the company identified and 
documented work instructions. Records in company were developed for 
collection, analysis of data and access most of the results. 
These were as required by ISO 14001 in clause 4.4.4 and A.4.4.      
(Appendix 1)  
9- The company-giving certification visited the company to do the Risk 
assessment, evaluation of the environmental performance of the company, 
identify limitations by law and review records. It also addressed these 
aspects to conform them to the specific requirements. There was another visit 
for reviewing and obtaining a certificate of ISO 14001. 
 
4.1.2 The benefits of application of ISO 14001 
 The main key benefits of ISO 14001: improved environmental compliance, 
improved natural environment and increased understanding and awareness of 
environmental impacts by staff. From its application in Cables Company, the 
following were actually gained:  
• From the meeting, the Cables Company required suppliers of raw materials 
with MSDS which provide all important information about the materials; 
such as: 
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 Production identification 
 Hazard identifications  
 Safe handling and storage  
 Emergency response 
 Physical and chemical information which improve the operations 
efficiency. 
And that provided safer using and handling of raw materials and chemicals 
and reduced the risk. 
• Conversations with Cables managers showed that adopting the standard 
requirements assisted in the disposal of industrial wastes in optimal way not 
only within the plant but until the last moment to make sure that there was 
not any adverse impact for the disposals on the environment. The application 
affected the society in general by satisfaction community for the company 
control of the environmental aspects and thus protects the environment.  
And this result matched with the concept of pollution prevention as one of 
bases of the environmental policy requirement. 
• The company got benefit from the standard application applying system that 
provided all data needed to resolve any problem easily and do the necessary 
analysis.  
These results fall in line with “An EMS can save you money. It can help you 
identify causes of environmental problems and then eliminate the root cause. 
This saves money in actual and potential fines and liability. The EMS can 
also help identify wasteful practices that can be changed or eliminated. The 
company saves money by buying fewer raw materials and by not paying for 
waste disposal. Improved quality and efficiency can result from the planning 
process and the corrective action associated with an EMS” [3]. 
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• From the questionnaire, the process of application was not expensive and on 
budget and the most cost stages was implementation and operation. The 
application of ISO 14001 affected the economical side by increased the 
company productivity as clearly shown in figure 4.1 below: 
 
 
Figure 4.1 Productivity in Cables Company 
 
Also the application opened new marketing opportunities to increasing sales, 
and affected the suppliers and other competitor companies. On the other 
hand, the application did not change the assessment of the economic 
performance of the company to become more associated with environmental 
performance which gained more priority after the application. In addition the 
positives of the application were winning the loyalty of the workers at the 
plant, community satisfaction, opening more opportunities for marketing and 
adding new customers. There were no any negatives.  
• The questionnaire showed that, there was no any defect in the administrative 
system or in the functioning system work resulting from adopting ISO 
14001. The application improved the management and employees 
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performance and made good effect. Workers and all employees benefiting 
from the application of ISO 14001 in the provision of occupational safety 
and health procedures and requiring them to follow these procedures to 
minimize environmental risks. On the other hand, the advantages of ISO 
14001 standard in the control of raw materials and the methods of storage in 
the plant.  
• From the questionnaire and meeting, the Company possesses ISO 9001 and 
there was integrated between ISO 9001 and ISO 14001. ISO 9001 
certification assisted in succession of the implementation of ISO 14001.  
Due to their similarities, integration of the two standards would significantly 
reduce the cost of certification and continued surveillance and would 
minimize the disruption of internal business activities after caused by the 
presence of external audits. 
 
4.1.3 The application of ISO 14001 requirements  
 The general requirement under ISO 14001 is that to create and continue to 
improve a working environmental management system. To meet these 
requirements, the Cables Company was taking these actions: 
• Environmental policy 
 From the questionnaire, the most important points that were highlighted 
when establishing environmental policy of the company were: identifying 
legal and other requirements involved, identifying environmental aspects 
resulting from the activities, services or products, which were expected to 
have a significant impact on the environment and improve production and 
reduce costs. Any deviations happened in the environmental policy could be 
discussed in the top management commitment to be modified and resolved 
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through the corrective actions obtained. From the visits to the factory, there 
was existence of the image of environmental policy for the company in the 
offices and metal plate prominently at the entrance as shown in figures 4.1, 
4.2.  
That means the policy was documented, clearly communicated, publically 
available and meet all the requirements in ISO 14001 in clause 4.2 
Environmental policy. (Appendix 1) 
 
          Figure 4.2: Copy of the environmental policy in the office 
 
Figure 4.3: metal plate of the environmental policy 
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• Environmental aspects 
From the visits and meeting, the Cables Company has established and 
maintained procedures to identify its environmental aspects which it can 
control and over which it can have influence. These aspects and the reactions 
to control were as follows: 
 heat stress  
a) Reduce exposure time by following the time shifts at work from 12 
to 8 hours.  
b) Use of appropriate personal protective equipments PPE for all 
workers depending on the nature of work, and obligate them to use 
it.  
 Noise  
a) Reduce the time of exposure and use alternatives on the machine 
causing the noise.  
b) The use of ear protectors  
c) Periodic maintenance and proceeding for the machines  
d) The use of new techniques in machine-causing noise by putting 
tape Rubber-contiguous parts to reduce friction and thus reducing 
the noise  
 Fumes and dust suspended in the air. 
a) Control the air in the working environment. 
b) Use of topical ventilation system and the chimney is outside the 
work environment. 
These results agreed with that ‘the key to a successful registration for 
conformance with ISO 14001 is to accurately determine the organization's 
Environmental Aspects and Impacts which are the most significant and 
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therefore require the most attention’. Also there was compliance with the 
ISO 14001 in clause 4.3.1 environmental aspects. (Appendix 1) 
• Resources, roles, responsibility and authority  
Implementation of ISO 14001 required changing the position of some 
employees such as the quality manager. It was not requested an 
establishment of a special department for the application but mandated the 
Department of Health, Safety and Environment (HSE). 
• Training  
In Cables Company, from the questionnaire, they introduced an 
environmental awareness of their staff as a difficulty to apply ISO 14001, 
that’s why it had a certain concern about the training and employee’s 
awareness. There were environmental training programs obtained 
periodically to the administrative cadres, staff in environmental management, 
labors, as emergency cases and work required and who directly exposed to 
environmental hazards. The most important training programmes were 
occupational health and safety, the basics of firefighting and fire services, 
environmental awareness, first aid and the job injuries. 
From the meeting, cases of disease were counted among plant workers and 
found that the largest proportion of cartilage patients, so they provide with 
athletic programme under the supervision of the specialist athletic team to 
identify the wrong behavior of health workers. Symposium religious were 
hold so as to increase environmental awareness and explain the religious 
perspective of Environment and Quality in Islam. 
 That is one of the elements of the continual improvement concept which 
applied by ISO 14001 requirement in clause 4.4.2 Competence, training and 
awareness. (Appendix 1) 
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• Communication  
From the questionnaire, the communication system followed internally in 
the company was the daily reports, the meetings and seminars for staff, 
bulletin and environmental magazine. It was not allowed to the employees to 
break through the information system even there was a system for 
exchanging information with outsiders. The most important information the 
company sharing with either internal or external parties was the 
environmental laws, awareness bulletins and all the new and modern things 
to develop the company.  
These results showed that there was some lack in the communication system 
between different functions and levels of the company as ISO 14001 
required in clause 4.4.3 Communication. (Appendix 1) 
• Documentation  
The questionnaire and meeting revealed that, there were a good commitment 
of ISO 14001 requirements in the documentation implementation. The basic 
information in the documentation process was about production processes, 
industrial solid waste, gases emissions, emergencies, security and safety, and 
staff data. The documentation was flexible, simple, and changeable and open 
to periodic review, electronic and had great effects on the management 
system.  
These results conform to the term of “Things need to be documented in order 
to know what’s happening and to be able to prove it”. 
• Documentation control  
From the questionnaire, there were modification processes for all the new or 
replaced documents controlled by the environmental management. The 
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change could be applied in the documents of environmental policy, 
environmental aspects, objectives and the reviews.  
There was an archived system which the company could refer to when needs. 
These also enable the company to solve any problem easily. 
• Operational control  
In the questionnaire results, it was obtained that the ISO 14001 applied to the 
all production lines exist and new. The operation control was for the 
operation affected the environment and others. The Company made a safer 
warehouse for the materials and chemicals to reduce the pollution, figure 4.3. 
 
 
Figure 4.4: warehouse 
 
• Emergency preparedness and response 
ISO 14001 is one of the regulatory programs that included emergency 
response plans. After application of ISO 14001, the Cables Company 
adopted their emergency plan to reduce the emergency situations reoccur 
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monthly. The benefits from the application of ISO 14001were to improve the 
emergency preparedness, such as: periodic review of regulations of all 
emergency preparations and safety and security equipments, auditing after an 
emergency to avoid recurrence, training to deal with emergency situations, 
providing devices and equipment for protection (masks - gloves - glasses - 
clothes prevention -..... etc.) and providing work place with the security and 
safety equipments.  
From the meeting and visits, application of emergency plan contained 
providing Giad Industrial City with and emergency equipment for fire 
fighting and civil defense as shown in figure 4.4. 
 
 
Figure 4.5: Civil Defense Car 
 
Also the plan provided the plant with several types of fire extinguishers at 
required locations for use during emergency occurrence, figure 4.5.  
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Figure 4.6: fire extinguisher 
 
On the other hand, the company assigned teams for fire fighting, identified 
the functions of each group and do the necessary training for them.  
Also it identified emergency exits and entrances marked milestone and put 
plate’s occupational health and safety warning and signs in prominent and 
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   Figure 4.7: occupational health and safety signs       Figure 4.8: occupational health and safety 
 
 
Figure 4.9: occupational health and safety 
 
 It provided the existing machines with an electronic railing to avoid 
accidents and reduce the risk of emergency if happened, protected all rotating 
parts in the machines with electronic shields and provided the sections in the 
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factory with modern high-tech machines safer and more productive quality, 
such as: insulation section as shown in figure 4.9.  
 
 
Figure 4.10: modern high-tech machines 
 
• Monitoring and measurements 
Questionnaire results showed that the main steps to achieve the monitoring 
and measurement were: 
1. Assigned specialize and authorized external parties to measure the 
environmental aspects. 
2. Compared the results with the limitations in the laws. 
3. Obtained the corrective actions if there is any nonconformity.  
The basic elements in the monitoring and measurement process were 
application of the legal and other requirements, assessment environmental 
aspect, economic costs, production processes, implementation of 
environmental objectives and targets, emergency preparedness and 
maintenance of the devices and equipment in the plant. The monitoring and 
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measurement was periodic and documented process, and the most important 
criteria were the environmental laws and the ISO 14001 requirements.  
These results identified the basic elements in the monitoring and 
measurements process according to ISO 14001 requirements in clause 4.5.1, 
which would be useful to analyze and use to identify both successes and 
areas requiring correction or improvement. 
• Nonconformance, corrective and prevention action 
From the questionnaire, the corrective actions to prevent the repetition of 
mistakes were to change process, replace materials and equipments used, 
change group with another more efficient and train group to improve 
performance and avoid repeating the error. The environmental manager has 
the responsibility and authority to track nonconformance and assure 
corrective action. 
It is suitable to place the responsibility of these actions under a high 
management level due to their importance. 
• Control of records 
The most important records were controlled according to the requirements of 
ISO 14001:  laws and environmental legislation, environmental aspects, 
maintenance and operation, communication procedures followed, 
environmental objectives and targets, training programmes, results of 
observation and measurement, information on the nonconformance, 
emergency preparedness. For the records to be useful, they were maintained 
appropriately, be legible, identifiable, and traceable to the operation 
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• Internal audit 
From the questionnaire, the procedure for the internal audit was periodic 
review semiannually, and the results of these reviews were changing 
positively. The auditors for the internal audit process were trained for 
internal audit in the environmental system. The most important parts that 
must be audited: laws, waste, operations, safety procedures, emergency, and 
machinery and equipment.  
These are useful results which mean that from the positive change in the 
periodic reviews there was a continual improvement as ISO 14001 required. 
The semiannually reviews and choosing qualified auditors were appropriate 
for commitments to ISO 14001. These commitments were intended to 
require an organization to continually work to improve its EMS, reducing its 
negative environmental impacts while enhancing the positive ones. 
• Management review 
The questionnaire results showed that the main elements in the final 
management review were:  
1. The analysis of the measurement results. 
2. Study of the nonconformance situations and the corrective actions. 
3. Analysis of the internal audits results. 
4. The investigation objectives. 
5. The training and environmental awareness. 
This was a complete final step in the Plan –Do- Check – Act cycle which 
provides all the requirements of ISO 14001 in clause 4.6 for the effective and 
successful environmental management system. 
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• According to the estimation of the managers the percentage of application 
of ISO 14001 requirements was 75- 90% and the percentage of benefit from 
the application of ISO 14001 was 80- 95%.  
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4.2. The employee’s questionnaire results  
 From the questionnaire for the employees (appendix II), 24 samples of the 
questionnaire were collected and they fall into the following categories according 
to the first question about employees’ position:  
 
Table 4.1 employees’ positions 
Engineer Officer Technician Workers 
7 2 8 7 
 
 The 7 workers didn’t know about ISO 14001 and their samples were in 
complete with some answers don’t know, that’s why their results were taken as a 
special result out of the statistic. These answers showed that, 100% of the workers 
didn’t know ISO 14001. That means there was lack in the environmental awareness 
among the workers and also there was lack concern about workers and their 
participation in the application of ISO 14001 and their training programmes. This is 
a clear defect in the application process. 
 The answers of the 8 technicians, 7 engineers and 2 officers were considered 
and analyzed statistically using computer software (STATA). There were no 
answers to 3 hand writing questions which ignored from the analysis. 
 The results for the questions were as follows: 
• Questionnaire results showed that 56.25% of employees didn't have any 
acknowledge about application of ISO 14001 (table 4.2, 4.3), this indicate 
that these information not reach all the employees as required by standard in 
clause 4.4.3 about communication (Appendix 1). That means there was lack 
in the internal communication system in the company. On the other hand, 
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this gave an explanation for the low percentage of the commitment of ISO 
14001 requirements. 
Table 4.2 Information about application of ISO 14001 
Employee position Information about the 




Yes 71.43 50.00 42.86 56.25 
No 28.57 50.00 57.14 43.75 
Total 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 
 
Table 4.3 Commitment of ISO 14001 requirements 
Employee position Commitment of requirements 
of ISO 14001 Eng (%) Off (%) Tech (%) 
Total 
(%)  
Good 42.86 0.00 37.50 35.29 
Middle 14.29 50.00 12.50 17.65 
Weak 28.57 0.00 25.00 23.53 
No 0.00 0.00 12.50 5.88 
Don’t know 14.29 50.00 12.50 17.65 
Total 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 
 
• In table 4.4 (52.94%) said that there were periodic reviews and this result 
proved that there was a concern from the management to apply the concept 
of the continual improvement.  
 
Table 4.4 periodic review after applying ISO 14001 
Employee position Periodic review after applying 
14001 Eng (%) Off (%) Tech (%) 
Total 
(%) 
Yes 57.14 50.00 50.00 52.94 
No 0.00 50.00 37.50 23.53 
Don’t know 42.86 0.00 12.50 23.53 
Total 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 
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• From table 4.5, (41.18%) of the employees declared that there was gap 
analysis stage. This result showed that there was a gap analysis stage before 
the application, which an important stage for a successful application. 
 
Table 4.5 Gap analysis 
Employee position 
Gap analysis 
Eng (%) Off (%)  Tech (%) 
Total 
(%) 
Yes 71.43 50.00 12.50 41.18 
No 0.00 0.00 50.00 23.53 
Don’t know 28.57 50.00 37.50 35.29 
Total 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 
 
• In tables 4.6, 4.7, 4.8, 4.9, 4.10, the results (56.25%, 42.86%, 70.59% and 
68.75% respectively) illustrated the gaining benefits of the application in the 
productivity, employees’ performance, reducing environmental problems, 
improving functioning system without any defects and providing better 
working conditions. 
 
Table 4.6 production increase after ISO 14001 
Employee position Production increase after 
14001 Eng (%) Off (%) Tech (%) 
Total (%) 
Yes 50.00 100.00 50.00 56.25 
No 0.00 0.00 12.50 6.25 
Don’t know 50.00 0.00 37.50 37.50 
Total 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 
 
Table 4.7 effect in employee’s performance 
Employee position 
Effect in performance 
Eng (%) Off (%) Tech (%) 
Total (%) 
Good 42.86 50.00 12.50 29.41 
Middle 14.29 50.00 37.50 29.14 
Weak 14.29 0.00 25.00 17.65 
No 28.57 0.00 25.00 23.53 
Total 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 
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Table 4.8 effect in reducing environmental problems 
Employee position Effect in reducing 
environmental problems Eng (%) Off (%) Tech (%) 
Total (%) 
Good 42.86 50.00 28.57 37.50 
Middle 28.57 50.00 14.29 25.00 
Weak 28.57 0.00 28.57 25.00 
No 0.00 0.00 28.57 12.50 
Total 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 
 
Table 4.9 defect in functioning system after ISO 1400 
Employee position Any defect in functioning 
system Eng (%) Off (%) Tech (%) 
Total (%) 
Yes 0.00 0.00 12.50 5.88 
No 85.71 100.00 50.00 70.59 
Don’t know 14.29 0.00 37.50 23.53 
Total 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 
 
Table 4.10 provide better working conditions 
Employee position Provide better working 
conditions Eng (%) Off (%) Tech (%) 
Total (%) 
Yes 71.43 100.00 57.14 68.75 
No 28.57 0.00 42.86 31.25 
Total 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 
 
• Also the result in table 4.11 was incompatible with that “the environmental 
policy should be communicated to all persons who work for or on behalf of, 
the organization,” as the standard required (Appendix 1). 
 
Table 4.11 definition of the environmental policy 
Employee position Definition of the environmental 
policy Eng (%) Off (%) Tech (%) 
Total (%) 
Yes 71.43 100.00 37.50 58.82 
No 28.57 0.00 50.00 35.29 
Don’t know 0.00 0.00 12.50 5.88 
Total 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 
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• From table 4.12, 4.13, 4.14, 4.15, 4.16, the results define the environmental 
aspects and their impacts and significant. The most important impacts were 
the air and audio pollutions. That means their impacts consisted on the 
employees, limited to factory workers and did not extend to nearby 
surrounding populated areas.  
 
Table 4.12 byproduct harmful to the environment 
Employee position Byproducts harmful to the 
environment Eng (%) Off (%) Tech (%) 
Total (%) 
Yes 28.57 50.00 50.00 41.18 
No 71.43 50.00 25.00 47.06 
Don’t know 0.00 0.00 25.00 11.76 
Total 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 
 
Table 4.13 waste harmful to the environment 
Employee position Waste harmful to the 
environment Eng (%) Off (%) Tech (%) 
Total (%) 
Yes 42.86 50.00 62.50 52.94 
No 57.14 50.00 37.50 47.06 
Total 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 
 
Table 4.14 environmental aspects 
Employee position Important environmental 
aspects Eng (%) Off (%) Tech (%) 
Total (%) 
Air emissions 42.86 50.00 0.00 25.00 
Solid waste 0.00 0.00 14.29 6.25 
Noise 0.00 0.00 14.29 6.25 
Consumption raw material 0.00 0.00 14.29 6.25 
All previous 57.14 50.00 57.14 56.25 
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Table 4.15 significant environmental aspect 
Employee position Environmental aspects impact 
directly or indirectly Eng (%) Off (%) Tech (%) 
Total (%) 
Direct 42.86 50.00 57.14 50.00 
Indirect 57.14 50.00 28.57 43.75 
Don’t know 0.00 0.00 14.29 6.25 
Total 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 
  
Table 4.16 environmental actions after the application 
Employee position Environmental actions after 
the application Eng (%) Off (%) Tech (%) 
Total (%) 
Alternative techniques 28.57 0.00 0.00 11.76 
Recycling 14.29 0.00 0.00 5.88 
All previous 42.86 50.00 37.50 41.18 
No 14.29 50.00 50.00 35.29 
Don’t know 0.00 0.00 12.50 5.88 
Total 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 
 
• The percentage (41.18%) in table 4.17, showed that there was updating in the 
environmental laws and notifying the employees with it. 
 
Table 4.17 notification of the modification to environmental laws 
Employee position Modification to environmental 
laws Eng (%) Off (%) Tech (%) 
Total (%) 
Yes 42.86 100.00 25.00 41.18 
No 14.29 0.00 62.50 35.29 
Don’t know 42.86 0.00 12.50 23.53 
Total 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 
 
• From table 4.18, 4.19, these results (100% and 62.50% of employees) 
sustained that the company edged the responsibilities at the management 
level only without any specific roles among the employees in the application 
process. That means ISO 14001 did not required changing the employees 
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positions but giving many opportunities to participate from where they are 
and understanding that their job makes a difference. 
Table 4.18 responsibilities 
Employee position 
Changed your position 
Eng (%) Off (%) Tech (%) 
Total (%) 
No 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 
Total 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 
 
Table 4.19 roles in the application 
Employee position 
Role in the application 
Eng (%) Off (%) Tech (%) 
Total (%) 
Yes 57.14 0.00 14.29 31.25 
No 42.86 100.00 71.43 62.50 
Don’t know 0.00 0.00 14.29 6.25 
Total 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 
 
• The results in table 4.20, 4.21, showed that the training process did not reach 
all the levels of the staff that 88% of them did not involved in training 
programmes and 53.33% didn’t have any idea about the frequency. That 
means there were reduction in the training which has direct ties to many 
other components and principles of the ISO standard, particularly 
communication and responsibilities. Therefore, training and awareness 
serves as a good focal point from which to address the improvement of 
corporate environmental performance. 
 
Table 4.20 training programmes 
Employee position Participate in environmental 
training programmes Eng (%) Off (%) Tech (%) 
Total (%) 
Yes 14.29 0.00 12.50 11.76 
No 85.71 100.00 87.50 88.24 
Total 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 
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Table 4.21 frequency of training programmes 
Employee position Frequency of training 
programmes Eng (%) Off (%) Tech (%) 
Total (%) 
Periodically 20.00 0.00 12.50 13.33 
Emergency cases 20.00 50.00 0.00 13.33 
All of the above 0.00 0.00 12.50 6.67 
Don’t know 60.00 50.00 50.00 53.33 
other 0.00 0.00 25.00 13.33 
Total 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 
 
• From table 4.22, this result maintained the previous results about the 
weakness communication system, which considered as high percent that the 
employees did not know about the existing system. The communication 
system is the key to an effective EMS. 
 
Table 4.22 Communication system 
Employee position 
Communication system 
Eng (%) Off (%) Tech (%) 
Total (%) 
Hold meeting 14.29 0.00 0.00 5.88 
Daily reports 28.57 50.00 12.50 23.53 
bulletins 0.00 50.00 0.00 5.88 
All of the above 0.00 0.00 12.50 5.88 
No 57.14 0.00 62.50 52.94 
Don’t know 0.00 0.00 12.50 5.88 
Total 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 
     
 
• The percentages in table 4.23, 4.24 and 4.25, such as :(40%, 58.82%, 15.38 
and 23.08%) means that high proportions of employees know about the 
documentation and that mean there was a commitment of ISO 14001 
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Table 4.23 documentation 
Employee position 
Documentation 
Eng (%) Off (%) Tech (%) 
Total 
(%) 
Good 57.14 0.00 33.33 40.00 
middle 0.00 100.00 0.00 13.33 
Weak 28.57 0.00 16.67 20.00 
No 0.00 0.00 33.33 13.33 
Don’t know 14.29 0.00 16.67 13.33 
Total 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 
 
Table 4.24 documentation impacts 
Employee position Documentation waste time 
or impending the work Eng (%) Off (%) Tech (%) 
Total 
(%) 
Yes 14.29 0.00 25.00 17.65 
No 71.43 100.00 37.50 58.82 
Don’t know 14.29 0.00 37.50 23.53 
Total 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 
 
Table 4.25 documentation effects 
Employee position Documentation positive 
effects Eng (%) Off (%) Tech (%) 
Total 
(%) 
Good 16.67 0.00 20.00 15.38 
middle 33.33 0.00 20.00 23.08 
Weak 0.00 0.00 40.00 15.38 
No 16.67 0.00 20.00 15.38 
Don’t know 33.33 100.00 0.00 30.77 
Total 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 
 
• From tables 4.26, 4.27, 4.28, 2.29, these results confirm that there was 
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Table 4.26 Application to the existing production lines 
Employee position Application to the existing 
production lines Eng (%) Off (%) Tech (%) 
Total (%) 
Yes 33.33 0.00 42.86 35.71 
No 50.00 0.00 42.86 42.86 
Don’t know 16.67 100.00 14.29 21.43 
Total 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 
 
Table 4.27 Application to the new production lines 
Employee position Application to the new 
production lines Eng (%) Off (%) Tech (%) 
Total (%) 
Yes 33.33 50.00 33.33 35.71 
No 50.00 0.00 33.33 35.71 
Don’t know 16.67 50.00 33.33 28.57 
Total 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 
 
Table 4.28 Control processes 
Employee position 
Control processes 
Eng (%) Off (%) Tech (%) 
Total (%) 
Good 33.33 0.00 14.29 20.00 
Weak 50.00 0.00 57.14 46.67 
Don’t know 16.67 100.00 28.57 33.33 
Total 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 
 
Table 4.29 Control processes which affecting the environment 
Employee position Control processes 
affecting the 
environment Eng (%) Off (%) Tech (%) 
Total (%) 
yes 33.33 50.00 57.14 60.00 
No 66.67 0.00 28.57 26.67 
Don’t know 0.00 50.00 14.29 13.33 
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• In tables 4.30, 4.31, 4.32, 4.33, 4.34, 4.35, 4.36, the results declared the 
effectiveness of the emergency plan which reduced the emergency 
occurrence and that conformed to the standard requirements in clause 4.4.7. 
(Appendix 1).   
Table 4.30 Emergency plan 
Employee position 
Emergency plan 
Eng (%) Off (%) Tech (%)  
Total (%) 
yes 66.67 50.00 28.57 46.67 
No 16.67 0.00 42.86 26.67 
Don’t know 16.67 50.00 28.57 26.67 
Total 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 
 
Table 4.31 Emergency frequency 
Employee position Frequency of emergency 
cases Eng (%) Off (%) Tech (%) 
Total (%) 
Daily 20.00 0.00 20.00 20.00 
monthly 80.00 0.00 80.00 80.00 
Total 100.00 0.00 100.00 100.00 
 
Table 4.32 Emergency preparedness before the application 
Employee position Emergency preparedness 
before the application Eng (%) Off (%) Tech (%) 
Total (%) 
Provide first aid 0.00 0.00 12.50 6.25 
All the above 83.33 100.00 75.00 81.25 
Don’t know 16.67 0.00 12.50 12.50 
Total 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 
 
Table 4.33 Emergency preparedness changed after the application 
Employee position Emergency preparedness 
changed after the 
application Eng (%) Off (%) Tech (%) 
Total (%) 
yes 50.00 50.00 37.50 43.75 
No 33.33 0.00 37.50 31.25 
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Don’t know 16.67 50.00 25.00 25.00 
Total 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 
Table 4.34 Most important Emergency preparedness after the application 
Employee position Most important Emergency 
preparedness after the 
application Eng (%) Off (%) Tech (%) 
Total (%) 
Provide review 25.00 0.00 0.00 10.00 
All the above 75.00 100.00 100.00 90.00 
Total 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 
 
Table 4.35 Reduce incidence of Emergency cases 
Employee position Reduce incidence of 
Emergency cases Eng (%) Off (%) Tech (%) 
Total (%) 
yes 40.00 50.00 42.86 42.86 
No 60.00 0.00 42.86 42.86 
Don’t know 0.00 50.00 14.29 14.29 
Total 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 
 
Table 4.36 Benefits from the application in emergency 
Employee position Benefits from the application 
in emergency Eng (%) Off (%) Tech (%) 
Total (%) 
good 20.00 0.00 42.86 28.57 
Middle 0.00 50.00 0.00 7.14 
Weak 80.00 0.00 28.57 42.86 
No 0.00 0.00 28.57 14.29 
Don’t know 0.00 50.00 0.00 7.14 
Total 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 
 
• From table 4.37, the result showed that the corrective actions of 
nonconformance did not need to rewrite procedures every month but all 
really need to do was providing better training and use alternative 
techniques. On the other hand, procedures must be adequate to cover all the 
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Table 4.37 Corrective and prevention actions 
Employee position Corrective actions to prevent 
the repetition of mistakes Eng (%) Off (%) Tech (%) 
Total (%) 
Replacement equipment 0.00 0.00 28.57 13.33 
Training group 66.67 50.00 14.29 40.00 
All the above 33.33 50.00 42.86 40.00 
other 0.00 0.00 14.29 6.67 
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5- Conclusion & Recommendations  
 
5-1 Conclusion 
 ISO 14001 makes the framework of the Environmental Management System 
(EMS) which could help systematically track regulatory performance. When 
violations occur, ISO 14001 has a process to help determine the root cause of the 
problem and to improve the procedure. It provides a formal structure so that 
violations or nonconformities could be discovered and corrected in a systematic 
and timely fashion. Over time this certainly results in improved environmental 
performance which leads to improved workers’ safety and correspondingly better 
health for employees. 
 The application of ISO 14001 requirements have many benefits in the 
training, emergency responses, reducing environmental problems and providing 
better work conditions. The application applies the concept of continual 
improvement by obtaining the corrective actions to prevent the nonconformance 
and get positive periodic review results. The application provides the company with 
the records which contain all the data required about the company such as; 
environmental laws, environmental aspects, communication, objectives and targets, 
training, nonconformance, emergency preparedness,….etc. These records enable 
the company to solve any problem easily and refer to when need. In addition to 
that, adopting ISO 14001 arranged the system and the consequences of the 
operations supplying with high technical machines less pollution, safer and high 
quality products. 
 Economically, the application increased the sales, improved the marketing 
opportunities, and was on budget. The most costly stage was the implementation 
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and operation. Also the application affected the suppliers by requiring them to 
conclude Material Safety Data Sheet (MSDS).  
 From the questionnaires results, the study showed that there were deficits in 
the environmental laws in Sudan and in the existing technical staff who can 
measure environmental aspects and have the devices for that. Also the study 
revealed the weakness in the communication system which is the key to an 
effective EMS, the lack in the identification of ISO 14001 and the lack in the 
training among the employees, especially technicians and labors. 
It was also concluded that the application of ISO 14001 was 75 – 90 % and the 
benefit from the application was 80 – 95 % which was a high percentage and must 
be taken into consideration. 
 The implementation of ISO 14001was assisted by ISO 9001certification, by 
making use of their similarities to know the procedures, the system, and the method 
of identification of documents. It also applied a method of recording data and how 
the application of the system as a whole.  
 In the global market place, effective management of environmental issues 
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5.2 Recommendations 
This study proposed certain recommendations, summarized as follows: 
• Encourage applying ISO 14001 requirements to all the Sudanese 
organizations and companies.  
• Maintain and update Environmental laws in Sudan  
• Establish specific responsible authorities, departments in the 
organizations and environmental laboratories with modern equipments and 
trained and qualified staff to measure and detect environmental aspects. 
• Develop concern of environmental awareness among the employees 
through effective participations in the EMS.  
• Improve communication system and provide employees with training 
programmes.  
• Establish severe penalties for workers in case of non-commitment to the 
requirements of ISO 14001 and of occupational health and safety. 
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Appendix 1 Part of the Standard ISO 14001 
 




This International Standard specifies requirements for an environmental management system to 
enable an organization to develop and implement a policy and objectives which take into 
account legal requirements and other requirements to which the organization subscribes, and 
information about significant environmental aspects. It applies to those environmental aspects 
that the organization identifies as those which it can control and those which it can influence. It 
does not itself state specific environmental performance criteria. 
 
This International Standard is applicable to any organization that wishes to 
a) establish, implement, maintain and improve an environmental management system, 
b) assure itself of conformity with its stated environmental policy, 
c) demonstrate conformity with this International Standard by 
1) making a self-determination and self-declaration, or 
2) seeking confirmation of its conformance by parties having an interest in the 
organization, such as customers, or 
3) seeking confirmation of its self-declaration by a party external to the organization, or 
4) seeking certification/registration of its environmental management system by an 
external organization. 
 
All the requirements in this International Standard are intended to be incorporated into any 
environmental management system. The extent of the application depends on factors such as 
the environmental policy of the organization, the nature of its activities, products and services 
and the location where and the conditions in which it functions. This International Standard also 
provides, in Annex A, informative guidance on its use. 
 
2 Normative references 
No normative references are cited. This clause is included in order to retain clause numbering 
identical with the previous edition (ISO 14001:1996). 
 
3 Terms and definitions 




person with the competence to conduct an audit 
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recurring process of enhancing the environmental management system (3.8) in order to 
achieve improvements in overall environmental performance (3.10) consistent with the 
organization's (3.16) environmental policy (3.11) 
 








information and its supporting medium 
 
NOTE 1 The medium can be paper, magnetic, electronic or optical computer disc, photograph or master sample, or a 
combination thereof. 
 




surroundings in which an organization (3.16) operates, including air, water, land, natural 
resources, flora, fauna, humans, and their interrelation 
 




element of an organization's (3.16) activities or products or services that can interact with the 
environment (3.5) 
 




any change to the environment (3.5), whether adverse or beneficial, wholly or partially resulting 
from an organization's (3.16) environmental aspects (3.6) 
 
3.8 
environmental management system EMS 
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part of an organization's (3.16) management system used to develop and implement its 
environmental policy (3.11) and manage its environmental aspects (3.6) 
 
NOTE 1 A management system is a set of interrelated elements used to establish policy and objectives and to 
achieve those objectives. 
 
NOTE 2 A management system includes organizational structure, planning activities, responsibilities, practices, 




overall environmental goal, consistent with the environmental policy (3.11), that an 




measurable results of an organization's (3.16) management of its environmental aspects 
(3.6) 
 
NOTE In the context of environmental management systems (3.8), results can be measured against the 
organization's (3.16) environmental policy (3.11), environmental objectives (3.9), environmental targets (3.12) 




overall intentions and direction of an organization (3.16) related to its environmental 
performance (3.10) as formally expressed by top management 
 
NOTE The environmental policy provides a framework for action and for the setting of environmental objectives 




detailed performance requirement, applicable to the organization (3.16) or parts thereof, that 
arises from the environmental objectives (3.9) and that needs to be set and met in order to 
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systematic, independent and documented process for obtaining audit evidence and evaluating it 
objectively to determine the extent to which the environmental management system audit criteria 
set by the organization (3.16) are fulfilled  
 
NOTE In many cases, particularly in smaller organizations, independence can be demonstrated by the freedom from 








company, corporation, firm, enterprise, authority or institution, or part or combination thereof, 
whether incorporated or not, public or private, that has its own functions and administration 
 




action to eliminate the cause of a potential nonconformity (3.15) 
 
3.18 
prevention of pollution 
use of processes, practices, techniques, materials, products, services or energy to avoid, reduce 
or control (separately or in combination) the creation, emission or discharge of any type of 
pollutant or waste, in order to reduce adverse environmental impacts (3.7) 
 
NOTE Prevention of pollution can include source reduction or elimination, process, product or service changes, 




specified way to carry out an activity or a process 
 
NOTE 1 Procedures can be documented or not. 




document (3.4) stating results achieved or providing evidence of activities performed 
 
NOTE Adapted from ISO 9000:2000, 3.7.6. 
 
4 Environmental management system requirements 
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4.1 General requirements 
 
The organization shall establish, document, implement, maintain and continually improve an 
environmental management system in accordance with the requirements of this International 
Standard and determine how it will fulfil these requirements. The organization shall define and 
document the scope of its environmental management system. 
 
4.2 Environmental policy 
 
Top management shall define the organization's environmental policy and ensure that, within the 
defined scope of its environmental management system, it 
a) is appropriate to the nature, scale and environmental impacts of its activities, products and 
services, 
b) includes a commitment to continual improvement and prevention of pollution, 
c) includes a commitment to comply with applicable legal requirements and with other 
requirements to which the organization subscribes which relate to its environmental aspects, 
d) provides the framework for setting and reviewing environmental objectives and targets, 
e) is documented, implemented and maintained, 
f) is communicated to all persons working for or on behalf of the organization, and 




4.3.1 Environmental aspects 
 
The organization shall establish, implement and maintain a procedure(s) 
a) to identify the environmental aspects of its activities, products and services within the defined 
scope of the environmental management system that it can control and those that it can 
influence taking into account planned or new developments, or new or modified activities, 
products and services, and 
b) to determine those aspects that have or can have significant impact(s) on the environment 
(i.e. significant environmental aspects). 
The organization shall document this information and keep it up to date. 
The organization shall ensure that the significant environmental aspects are taken into account 
in establishing, implementing and maintaining its environmental management system. 
 
4.3.2 Legal and other requirements 
 
The organization shall establish, implement and maintain a procedure(s) 
a) to identify and have access to the applicable legal requirements and other requirements to 
which the organization subscribes related to its environmental aspects, and 
b) to determine how these requirements apply to its environmental aspects. 
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The organization shall ensure that these applicable legal requirements and other requirements 
to which the organization subscribes are taken into account in establishing, implementing and 
maintaining its environmental management system. 
4.3.3 Objectives, targets and programme(s) 
 
The organization shall establish, implement and maintain documented environmental objectives 
and targets, at relevant functions and levels within the organization. 
The objectives and targets shall be measurable, where practicable, and consistent with the 
environmental policy, including the commitments to prevention of pollution, to compliance with 
applicable legal requirements and with other requirements to which the organization subscribes, 
and to continual improvement.  
When establishing and reviewing its objectives and targets, an organization shall take into 
account the legal requirements and other requirements to which the organization subscribes, 
and its significant environmental aspects. It shall also consider its technological options, its 
financial, operational and business requirements, and the views of interested parties. 
The organization shall establish, implement and maintain a programme(s) for achieving its 
objectives and targets. Programme(s) shall include 
a) designation of responsibility for achieving objectives and targets at relevant functions and 
levels of the organization, and 
b) the means and time-frame by which they are to be achieved. 
 
4.4 Implementation and operation 
 
4.4.1 Resources, roles, responsibility and authority 
 
Management shall ensure the availability of resources essential to establish, implement, 
maintain and improve the environmental management system. Resources include human 
resources and specialized skills, organizational infrastructure, technology and financial 
resources.  
Roles, responsibilities and authorities shall be defined, documented and communicated in order 
to facilitate effective environmental management. The organization's top management shall 
appoint a specific management representative(s) who, irrespective of other responsibilities, shall 
have defined roles, responsibilities and authority for 
a) ensuring that an environmental management system is established, implemented and 
maintained in accordance with the requirements of this International Standard, 
b) reporting to top management on the performance of the environmental management system 
for review, including recommendations for improvement. 
 
4.4.2 Competence, training and awareness 
 
The organization shall ensure that any person(s) performing tasks for it or on its behalf that have 
the potential to cause a significant environmental impact(s) identified by the organization is (are) 
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competent on the basis of appropriate education, training or experience, and shall retain 
associated records. 
The organization shall identify training needs associated with its environmental aspects and its 
environmental management system. It shall provide training or take other action to meet these 
needs, and shall retain associated records. 
The organization shall establish, implement and maintain a procedure(s) to make persons 
working for it or on its behalf aware of 
a) the importance of conformity with the environmental policy and procedures and with the 
requirements of the environmental management system, 
b) the significant environmental aspects and related actual or potential impacts associated with 
their work, and the environmental benefits of improved personal performance, 
c) their roles and responsibilities in achieving conformity with the requirements of the 
environmental management system, and 




With regard to its environmental aspects and environmental management system, the 
organization shall establish, implement and maintain a procedure(s) for 
a) internal communication among the various levels and functions of the organization, 
b) receiving, documenting and responding to relevant communication from external interested 
parties. 
The organization shall decide whether to communicate externally about its significant 
environmental aspects, and shall document its decision. If the decision is to communicate, the 




The environmental management system documentation shall include 
a) the environmental policy, objectives and targets, 
b) description of the scope of the environmental management system, 
c) description of the main elements of the environmental management system and their 
interaction, and reference to related documents, 
d) documents, including records, required by this International Standard, and 
e) documents, including records, determined by the organization to be necessary to ensure the 
effective planning, operation and control of processes that relate to its significant environmental 
aspects. 
 
4.4.5 Control of documents 
 
Documents required by the environmental management system and by this International 
Standard shall be controlled. Records are a special type of document and shall be controlled in 
accordance with the requirements given in 4.5.4. 
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The organization shall establish, implement and maintain a procedure(s) to 
a) approve documents for adequacy prior to issue, 
b) review and update as necessary and re-approve documents, 
c) ensure that changes and the current revision status of documents are identified, 
d) ensure that relevant versions of applicable documents are available at points of use, 
e) ensure that documents remain legible and readily identifiable, 
f) ensure that documents of external origin determined by the organization to be necessary for 
the planning and operation of the environmental management system are identified and their 
distribution controlled, and 
g) prevent the unintended use of obsolete documents and apply suitable identification to them if 
they are retained for any purpose. 
 
4.4.6 Operational control 
 
The organization shall identify and plan those operations that are associated with the identified 
significant environmental aspects consistent with its environmental policy, objectives and 
targets, in order to ensure that they are carried out under specified conditions, by 
a) establishing, implementing and maintaining a documented procedure(s) to control situations 
where their absence could lead to deviation from the environmental policy, objectives and 
targets, and 
b) stipulating the operating criteria in the procedure(s), and 
c) establishing, implementing and maintaining procedures related to the identified significant 
environmental aspects of goods and services used by the organization and communicating 
applicable procedures and requirements to suppliers, including contractors. 
 
4.4.7 Emergency preparedness and response 
 
The organization shall establish, implement and maintain a procedure(s) to identify potential 
emergency situations and potential accidents that can have an impact(s) on the environment 
and how it will respond to them.  
The organization shall respond to actual emergency situations and accidents and prevent or 
mitigate associated adverse environmental impacts. 
The organization shall periodically review and, where necessary, revise its emergency 
preparedness and response procedures, in particular, after the occurrence of accidents or 
emergency situations. 




4.5.1 Monitoring and measurement 
 
The organization shall establish, implement and maintain a procedure(s) to monitor and 
measure, on a regular basis, the key characteristics of its operations that can have a significant 
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environmental impact. The procedure(s) shall include the documenting of information to monitor 
performance, applicable operational controls and conformity with the organization's 
environmental objectives and targets. 
The organization shall ensure that calibrated or verified monitoring and measurement equipment 
is used and maintained and shall retain associated records. 
 
4.5.2 Evaluation of compliance 
 
4.5.2.1 Consistent with its commitment to compliance, the organization shall establish, 
implement and maintain a procedure(s) for periodically evaluating compliance with applicable 
legal requirements. 
The organization shall keep records of the results of the periodic evaluations. 
4.5.2.2 The organization shall evaluate compliance with other requirements to which it 
subscribes. The organization may wish to combine this evaluation with the evaluation of legal 
compliance referred to in 4.5.2.1 or to establish a separate procedure(s). 
The organization shall keep records of the results of the periodic evaluations. 
 
4.5.3 Nonconformity, corrective action and preventive action 
 
The organization shall establish, implement and maintain a procedure(s) for dealing with actual 
and potential nonconformity(ies) and for taking corrective action and preventive action. The 
procedure(s) shall define requirements for 
a) identifying and correcting nonconformity(ies) and taking action(s) to mitigate their 
environmental impacts, 
b) investigating nonconformity(ies), determining their cause(s) and taking actions in order to 
avoid their recurrence, 
c) evaluating the need for action(s) to prevent nonconformity(ies) and implementing appropriate 
actions designed to avoid their occurrence, 
d) recording the results of corrective action(s) and preventive action(s) taken, and 
e) reviewing the effectiveness of corrective action(s) and preventive action(s) taken. 
Actions taken shall be appropriate to the magnitude of the problems and the environmental 
impacts encountered. 
The organization shall ensure that any necessary changes are made to environmental 
management system documentation. 
 
4.5.4 Control of records 
 
The organization shall establish and maintain records as necessary to demonstrate conformity to 
the requirements of its environmental management system and of this International Standard, 
and the results achieved. 
The organization shall establish, implement and maintain a procedure(s) for the identification, 
storage, protection, retrieval, retention and disposal of records.  
Records shall be and remain legible, identifiable and traceable. 
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4.5.5 Internal audit 
 
The organization shall ensure that internal audits of the environmental management system are 
conducted at planned intervals to 
a) determine whether the environmental management system 
1) conforms to planned arrangements for environmental management including the 
requirements of this International Standard, and 
2) has been properly implemented and is maintained, and 
b) provide information on the results of audits to management. 
Audit programme(s) shall be planned, established, implemented and maintained by the 
organization, taking into consideration the environmental importance of the operation(s) 
concerned and the results of previous audits. 
Audit procedure(s) shall be established, implemented and maintained that address 
— the responsibilities and requirements for planning and conducting audits, reporting results and 
retaining associated records, 
— the determination of audit criteria, scope, frequency and methods. 
Selection of auditors and conduct of audits shall ensure objectivity and the impartiality of the 
audit process. 
 
4.6 Management review 
 
Top management shall review the organization's environmental management system, at 
planned intervals, to ensure its continuing suitability, adequacy and effectiveness. Reviews shall 
include assessing opportunities for improvement and the need for changes to the environmental 
management system, including the environmental policy and environmental objectives and 
targets. Records of the management reviews shall be retained. Input to management reviews 
shall include 
a) results of internal audits and evaluations of compliance with legal requirements and with other 
requirements to which the organization subscribes, 
b) communication(s) from external interested parties, including complaints, 
c) the environmental performance of the organization, 
d) the extent to which objectives and targets have been met, 
e) status of corrective and preventive actions, 
f) follow-up actions from previous management reviews, 
g) changing circumstances, including developments in legal and other requirements related to its 
environmental aspects, and 
h) recommendations for improvement. 
The outputs from management reviews shall include any decisions and actions related to 
possible changes to environmental policy, objectives, targets and other elements of the 
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Appendix 2 key changes between ISO 14001:1996 and ISO 14001:2004 
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Appendix 3 Managers Questionnaire  
 
 وIJا LMNOP لRS نUMNVWا14001 ) ةراد[ا( 
 
1. ؟ Yآ[\]ا _` Y]abc]ا def gه ai 
  25- 50                 50- 100                 100- 200               ji [kآا        200 
2.  lmnop qnr Ymsmn]ا ةرادw] lxay مa{| كa~ه نaآ qه14001؟  
                             dc| 
3. ویا ةدge]ا ةدaﺵ  Yآ[\]ا تزaf qه9001؟  
                            dc| 
4.  jmx qiap qb dp qه9001  و14001؟  
                         dc|     
5.  lmnop ay mآ9001 lmnop حae|ا _` 14001؟  
              mc                       yو                          mﺝ ﺝgی            
6.  lmnop ق[yا dآ14001؟ 
 6-12                [ﺵ 12-18             [ﺵ 18-30 ]ذ ji [kآا                 [ﺵ  
7. آ jb] lmnop _` Yآرa\b]ا |a14001؟  
€ Yآ[\] amc]ا ةرادا 
€  Yآ[\]ا qاد ji jmi jmgi Y~e] 
€  Ymﺝرa تا[n 
€ lny ai qآ  
€  ى[أ........................................................................................................................ 
8.  lmnop op qه14001؟  
€ lmno] Yﺹa ةرادإ ءa\|إ 
€ ى[ا تارادإ £i aeiد 
€    Yآ[\]ا جرa ji يرa\yا lی[] ¦دa~yإ 
€  Ysmn]او Y§]او Yiw¨]ا ةرادإ mp)HS&E( 
€  ى[أ.......................................................................................................................         .. 
9.  lmnop qnr _smx ©¨i qb dp qه14001؟  
                                                  dc| 
10.  lmnop qnr Yیmbp Yf[i كa~ه |aآ qه14001) gap analysis ( ؟ 
                             dc| 
11.  حae|ا _` Yf[b]ا ¦ªه تay qه14001؟  
              dc|               
12. ؟ىi يأ ]ا dc| Yxaﺝا |aآ اذا 
mc                     yو                            mﺝ 
13.  تanoi lmnox ةرادا ما]ا ىi ai 14001؟  
ﺝgی                         mc                     yو                            mﺝ 
14. ` [ﺙأ qه ؟ ةرادا ءادأ _ 
ﺝgی                         mc                     yو                            mﺝ 
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15. ؟ لabc]ا ءادأ _` [ﺙأ qه 
ﺝgی                         mc                     yو                            mﺝ 
16.  lmnop j ­| qه 14001 _` q يأ ؟  Yآ[\] يرادا مa{~]ا 
                             dc| 
17.  lmnop j ­| qه14001؟ qbc]ا مa{| [my ` q ىأ  
                             dc| 
18.  lmnop cx Yیرود Ycﺝا[i ﺝgp qه14001؟  
                             dc| 
19. ة[mi ما Yxaﺙ Ycﺝا[b]ا ¦ªه ­ﺉa| qه ؟  
 ة[mi                          Yxaﺙ 
20. ؟ [m]ا اªه p mآ ة[mi |aآ اذا  
€  _ny ) mﺝ–  yو  – mc  ( 
€  _xaeیا) mﺝ–  yو  – mc  ( 
21. ؟ aیدai Yi lmno]ا Ymb |aآ qه 
              dc|                
22. ؟ lmno]ا Ymb |aآ qه 
b]ا Ym|اmb]ا ji qrأ Y           Yb]ا Ym|اmb]ا ji [kآأ             Yb]ا Ym|اmb]ا jb 
23. ؟ Yp qfا[b]ا [kآأ _هai  
ªm~]ا                    mo]ا Ymﺉa~]ا Ycﺝا[b]ا                   lmr]او Ynrا[b]ا                   qm\]او  
24.  lmnop [ﺙأ qه 14001 Yآ[\]ا Ymﺝa|إ _` ؟ 
ﺝgی                        mc                      yو                            mﺝ 
25. ؟ تacmnb]ا ji داز qه  
ﺝgی                        mc                      yو                            mﺝ 
26.  cx Yآ[\] ةیﺝ قاgyأ ©` dp qه 14001 , i Ymb]a؟wk 
                             dc| 
27. ؟ jیدرgb]ا  [ﺙأ qه  
                             dc| 
28. ل Yآ[\]ا lmno] qه 14001؟ Y¨`a~b]ا ى[¯ا تaآ[\]ا _` [ﺙأ  
ﺝgی                       mc                        yو                           mﺝ 
29.  [ﺙأ mآ  lmnop14001؟ aیدarا Yآ[\]ا   
ﺝgی                       mc                        yو                           mﺝ 
30.  lmnop [mِ± qه14001؟ _smn]ا ءادax [kآأ aonp[i ©nﺹأو  Yآ[\] يدarا ءاد¯ا dmm²p Y²ی[³ ji  
                             dc| 
31.  lmnop dهay qه 14001؟ Yآ[\] Yیدarا qآa\i يأ qf _`  
                             dc| 
32.  lmnop داز qه14001؟ Yآ[\]ا ى] _smn]ا ءاد¯ا Yیg]وأ ji  
                             dc| 
33.  lmno] [ﺙأ كa~ه qه14001؟ Yia ةرgx £beb]ا   
                       dc|       
34.  dc| Yxaﺝا |aآ اذا ,؟ [ﺙ¯ا اªه gه ai 
...............................................................................................................................................
............................................................... .............................................................................. 
35.  lmnopو ویا ةدaﺵ  لg§]ax مabها اذab]14001؟  
€ _smn]ا ءادا jm¨§p 
€  يدarا ¨آو Yیدai ةدayا 
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€ Yآ[\]ا Ycby jm¨§p 
€  Ysmn]ا Yیabf 
€ Ysmn]ax Ym]و]ا تaiabهw] Ymnp 
€ ny ai qآ l 
€ ى[ا................................................................................................................................  
36. ؟ lmno]ا cx Yآ[\]ا  ¨c|ا ]ا تamn¨]او تamxaeیا ai 
...............................................................................................................................................
............................................................................................................................................. 




38. ؟ Yآ[\] Ymsmn]ا Yyam¨]ا ءa\|ا ~ am mآ[]ا dp _]ا |اge]ا dهأ _ه ai  
€ _]او am lno~pو ax كرa\p _]ا ى[¯ا تanob]او Ym|g|a²]ا تanob]ا ی§p  Ymsmn]ا [هa{b]ax lcp
وأ Yo\|´]Yآ[\]ا ax مg²p _]ا تai]ا وأ تae~b]ا .  
€ j Yepa~]ا Ymsmn]ا [هa{b]ا ی§p نgی نأ £rgb]ا ji _]او apae~i وأ apai وأ apa³a\|   مaه [mﺙµp a]
am ة[om¨]او Ysmn]ا. 
€ m]a]ا ¶و جa|ا jm¨§p 
€ lny ai qآ  
€ ى[أ............................................................................................................................. 
39. ؟ Ymsmn]ا Yyam¨]ا _` qیcp ثوf jbی qه  
       jbی                   aیرود ]ذ ث§ی                 ]ذ op abآ ²`     





41. ؟ Ysmn]ax ةرa Yیg|aﺙ تae~i ﺝgp qه 
      dc|                        
42. ؟Ysmn]ax ةرa تai يا ﺝgp qه 
             dc|                
43.  ؟Ymsmn]ا [هa{b]ا dها ه ai  
€  ءاg] تaﺙacn|إ)،تارam¨]ا ،جa|¹ا تamb ،jاb]ا ji رan]ا.( 
€ ¦amb] ی[p. 
€ Yn]ا تab]ا. 
€ ­me»]ا. 
€  دراgb]او Ym]و¯ا داgb]ا كwyا Ymcmno]ا)دgrg]ا كwyا qki( 
€ lny ai qآ 
€ ى[ا ....................................................................................................................... 
44. ؟ [ﺵani [m± ما [ﺵani Ymsmn]ا [هa{b]ا ¦ªه [ﺙأ qه  
         [ﺵani    [ﺵani [m±            
45. هai؟ Ymsmn]ا [هa{b]ا dmmm²p Ymb am مg²p _]ا ¼yا dها _ 
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€  apرgoو abef 
€ a] ض[c]ا ةi 
€ aﺙوf aهرا[p 
€ ىi  Yآ[\]ا ة[omy §p agrو 
€ ax Y²cb]ا Ymsmn]ا jm|اg²]ا 
€ يأ كa~ه نaآ اذإ ai ax Y²ci Ymb]a تaiabها 
€ lnyai qآ 
€  ى[أ................................................................................................................................ 
46.  lmnop [ﺙأ qه 14001؟  Yآ[\] Ymsmn]ا [هa{b]ا dmm²p  Y²ی[³   
ﺝgی                          mc                     yو                            mﺝ 
47. هai  تanoi lmno] aهªm~p dp _]ا Ymsmn]ا تاءا[ﺝا _14001؟  
€ ثg]ا ji §p Yیx تam~²pو ةﺝا ماyا 
€  Ysmn]ا  ا[o qrا Yیx داgi ماyا ) Ysmn] Y²یﺹ  ( 
€ Yrao] Yیx ردai ماyا 
€  تab]ا ji ¾] [یو]ا Y²ی[³ ماyا)Recycle( 
€  داgb] qrا ماyا Yrao]ا ردaiو مa]ا) Ymcmno]ا دراgb]ا( 
€ lnyai qآ 
€  ى[أ................................................................................................................................ 
48.  lmnop dهay qه14001؟ q»`أ qb فو[  لg§]ا _`  
                    dc|     
49.  lmnop j¨f qه14001؟Yآ[\]ا _smn]ا ءاد¯ا ji  
ﺝgی                      mc                        yو                            mﺝ 
 dMeاRf^ا 
50.  lmnop ` Ym|g|ar تaxgcﺹ ىأ ت[ qه14001؟ 
                              dc| 
51.  ]ا dp ]ا jm|اg²]ا ه ai lmnop ~ ax qbc14001؟ 
€ Ym]و]ا تamrapا 
€ نادg¨]ا _` Ysmn]ا Yیabf نg|ar 
€ Ya~]ا Yyرabi jm|اgr 
€  Ysmn]ا Yیabf تamcbﺝو تab{~b]ا تamﺹgp 
€ Yآ[\]ax Yﺹa jm|اgr 
€ lnyai qآ 
€ ى[ا........................................................................................................................... 
52. ؟ ¿~ نwا dی mآ jm|اg²] qیcp يأ Y]af _`  
€ Ym§b]او Ymby[]ا ةی[e]ax كا[ﺵا. 
€ Yیرو]ا ap[\~x ¼mیa²b]او تaﺹاgb]ا Ysmه £i كا[ﺵا.  
€ Yo qb jm|اg²]او تacی[\]ا راﺹÀx Yb]ا تae]ا £i لapw] Yیg~y. 
€ qیc]ا dmbcpYآ[\]ا qاد jmgb]ا ى]  
€  lny ai qآ 
€ ى[ا     ................................................................................................................................. 
فاhهiا 
53.   lmnop cx ax qbc]ا dی ]ا فاها dها ه ai14001 ؟  
  








55.  lmnop ~ _mg]ا crgi [mp dp qه14001؟  
                           dc| 
56.  lmnop _` كرود gه ai14001؟  
.............................................................................................................................................. 
lJرhV^ا 
57. ؟ Ymnیرp Ymsmx ­iا[x يأ _` آرaﺵ qه 
                           dc| 
58.  ؟ anیرp  mآ[]ا dp ]ا تas]ا ه ai 
€     Yیرادا رداg]ا 
€  Ymsmn]ا ةرادا _` jmgb]ا 
€ لabc]ا 
€ ]ا تa§]ا ¨f         Yﺉرao 
€                              Ymsmn]ا [³ab] ة[ﺵani ض[cی ji qآ 
€  qbc]ا ¿noی ai ¨f)wki ةیﺝ تam~²p( 
€  lny ai qآ 
€ ى[أ............................................................................................................................... 
59. ؟  Ymsmn]ا Ymnیر]ا ­iا[n]ا مa²p qه 
€ يرود q\x 
€  Yﺉرao]ا تa§]ا yا abآ 
€ ى[ا تanob]ا وا فاها وا jm|اg²]ا _` qیcp ثf abآ 
€  lny ai qآ 
€ ى[ا.............................................................................................................................. 
60.  ؟ bmrأ ]ا Ymnیر]ا ­iا[n]ا dها ه ai 
.........................................................................................................................................
......................................................................................................................................... 
 تUﻡRnoc^ا لدUNPو لUpP[ا 
61.  ؟ Yآ[\]ا ` aًmاد £nb]ا لapا مa{| gه ai  
€ jmmiac]ا و jmgb] تاو~]ا و تاءa²]ا ² 
€ Ymigm]ا [یرa²]ا 
€  تا[\~]ا راﺹا ) Ymigی– Ymgnyا – Yی[ﺵ( 
€  Yیرود Ymsmx تwei راﺹا 
€ lnyai qآ 
€ ى[ا............................................................................................................................. 
62. ؟ تaigcb]ا مa{| قا[ax jmgb] ©b¨ی qه  
                             dc| 
63. a~ه qه ؟ Ymﺝرa]ا تae]ا £i تaigcb]ا لدan] مa{| ك 
                             dc| 
64. ؟ Ymﺝرa وأ Ymاد ¿ﺝ ىا £i a]دanx ¿آ[\]ا ~cp ]ا تaigcb]ا dها ه ai  
  





65.  ؟ lmﺙg]ا Ymb lmnop dp ىi ىا ]ا 
                       mﺝ   ﺝgی                         mc                    yو      
66. ؟ am lmﺙg]ا Ymb lmnop dp ]ا [ﺹa~c]ا dها _ه ai  
€  جa|ا تamb 
€  jmgb]او jmiac]ا تa|amx 
€  Yma~]ا Yn]ا تab]ا 
€ ءاg]او تازa]ا تaﺙacn|ا 
€ ¦amb]ا ی[p 
€ ئراgo]ا تaf 
€ و jiا ةﺝا Yiw¨]ا 
€  lny ai qآ 
€ ى[ا............................................................................................................................... 
67. ؟ lmﺙg]ا Ymb am iar ]ا ¼y¯ا _ه ai 
€  Yyو Y|[i نgp نا 
€ Yیرود Yx Ycﺝا[b] Yﺹ[]ا ©mp نا 
€ Yxar]ª] Yﺝa§]ا د abآ [mm]او qیc]  
€ lny ai qآ 
€ ى[ا.............................................................................................................................. 
68. ؟ _|و[]ا lmﺙg]ا مa{| £nی qه 
                              dc| 
69. p ~  lmno14001 ؟ ةرادا مa{| ` xaeیا [ﺙا lmﺙg]ا ¿mbc] |aآ qه  )¿ia ¦رgx( 
ﺝgی                        mc                      yو                           mﺝ 
LMqRV^ا rs tuvV^ا 
70. Ycﺝا[i وا [mp ىا ثوf Y]af ` lﺉaﺙg]ا ` lmr]ا وا ©m§]ا Ymb dp   ؟ lﺉaﺙg]ا ji ءﺝ ىا   
                             dc| 
71.  ؟ lﺉaﺙg]ا ` d§]ا Ymfwﺹ ocp jb]  
............................................................................................................................................... 
72. ji عg| ىا ` ؟[m]ا jbی lﺉaﺙg]ا  
€  Ymsmn]ا Yyam¨]ا 
€  Ymsmn]ا فاها 
€ Ymsmn]ا [هa{b]ا 
€ lmr]او Ycﺝا[b]ا 
€  lny ai qآ 
€ ى[ا............................................................................................................................... 
73.  Yﺵرا مa{| £nی qه ؟ 
                          dc|    
\Mnco^ا rs tuvV^ا 
74.  lmnop dp qه14001؟ ةدgﺝgb]ا جa|ا طgo £mbﺝ   
                            dc| 
75.  lmnop dp qه14001؟ ةیe]ا جa|ا طgo   
                             dc| 
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76. p تambc]ا ` d§]ا نgی ىi يأ ]ا lmnop تanob] aًcn14001؟  
ﺝgی                        mc                     yو                             mﺝ 
77. ؟ ²` Ysmn]ا  ة[ﺙÅb]ا تambc]ا _` d§]ا نgی qه  
                            dc| 
 
ئراRO^ا 
78. ؟ ءىراg³ o ﺝgp qه  
                dc|             
79. ؟ Yﺉرao]ا تa§]ا را[p لci gه ai 
 qm\p Yیاx qآ £i                      aی[ﺵ                    amgnyا                          amigی 
80.  ¿ﺉرao]ا تa§]ا £i qiac]ا dی نaآ mآ xNy lmnop 14001؟  
€ Yiw¨]او jiا ةﺝا ماyا 
€ تafg]ا ماyاqbc]ا نai _` Yی[یª§]ا  
€  Ym]وا تa`acyا قو~ﺹ [m`gp 
€  Ynya~b]ا lی[§]ا تaیa³ [m`gp 
€ a] ض[c]ا jbی _]ا [³ab]ax لabc]ا Ymgp 
€ lnyai qآ 
€ ى[ا............................................................................................................................ 
81. hoﺏ lmnop 14001؟ Yﺉرao]ا تa§]ا £i qiac] تاداcyا dها _هai  
€ ئراgo]ا تاداcyا Y`aآو Yiw¨]او jiا Yb{| Yیرو]ا Ycﺝا[b]ا 
€ ¿ﺙوf را[p ~e] ئرa³ ثوf cx Ycﺝا[b]ا 
€ Yﺉرao]ا تa§]ا Yﺝاgi  یر]ا 
€  Yیab§] تاciو ةرgoi ةﺝا [m`gp )iabآتa- تازar - تارa{| - Yیarو Y¨n]أ - .....Æ]ا( 
€  Yiw¨]او jiا ةﺝax qbc]ا نai mep ) lی[§]ا تaیa³- تafg]ا - Yیg]ا ةﺝا - ..... Æ]ا( 
€ lnyai qآ 
€ ى[ا.............................................................................................................................. 
82.  lmnop qr qه 14001؟ Yﺉرao]ا تa§]ا ثوf ji  
                             dc| 
83.  lmnop ji ةدayا bp qه 14001؟ Yﺉرao]ا تa§]ا £i qiac]ا `  
                      mc                       yو                             mﺝﺝgی 
lJRpV^او LMyhV^ا 
 سUMf^او \Nyا`c^ا 
84.  lmnop تanoi ¨f سam²]او Ynrا[b]ا Ymb زae| ¿cnb]ا تاgo]ا ه ai 14001؟  
...............................................................................................................................................
............................................................................................................................................... 
85. ؟ سam²]ا و Ynrا[b]ا Ymb ` Ymyayا [ﺹa~c]ا ه ai  
€ ى[ا تanob]او jm|اg²]ا lmnop 
€ msmn]ا [هa{b]ا dmm²p Y 
€ Yیدarا _fاg~]او m]a]ا 
€ Ymﺝa|ا Ymbc]ا [my 
€ Ymsmn]ا تa`¨b]او فاها ªm~p 
€ ئراgo]ا تاداcyا 
€  Yآ[\]ا _` تاcb]او ةﺝا 
€  lny ai qآ 
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€ ى[ا............................................................................................................................... 
86. ؟ Y²ﺙgiو Yیرود Ymb ه qه  
                             dc| 
87. ؟سam²]او Ynrا[b]ا Ymbcx مam²]ا j لgs¨b]ا ji 
............................................................................................................................................... 




89.  lmnop ~ Y²xaob]ا dmm²p dی mآ 14001؟  
...............................................................................................................................................
............................................................................................................................................... 
\JUcv^او |MvpV^ا لUc}ا و ~fﺏUOc^ا مh} 
90. ا تاءا[ﺝا ه ai ؟ ءao¯ا را[p مc] Ycnb]ا Ym§m§] 
€  Ymbc]ا [mmp 
€  Yi¨b]ا داgb]ا لاnyا 
€  aﺙgp qrاو ةرgoiو Ykیf ى[ax ةﺝا لاnyا 
€  ةءaآ [kآا [ax qiac]ا [mmp 
€ µo]ا را[p ~epو ¦ءادا jm¨§] qiac]ا یرp 
€  lny ai qآ 
€ ى[أ............................................................................................................................. 
91  .؟ تاءا[ﺝا ¦ªه j لgs¨b]ا ji 
............................................................................................................................................... 
ت_^ا rs tuvV^ا 
92 .؟تwe¨]ا و lﺉaﺙg]ا jmx ق[]ا 
............................................................................................................................................... 
93  . ` تwe¨]ا dها _ه ai14001 ax d§]ا dی _]ا ؟ 
€ Ymsmn]ا تacی[\]او jm|اg²]ا 
€  Ymsmn]ا [هa{b]ا 
€ qm\]او Y|am]ا 
€ Ycnb]ا لapا تاءا[ﺝا 
€ Ymsmn]ا تa`¨b]او فاها 
€  Ymnیر]ا ­iا[n]ا 
€ سam²]او Ynrا[b]ا ­ﺉa| 
€ Y²xaob]ا م j تaigci 
€ Ycnb]ا تاcyاو ئراgo]ا 
€ lnyai qآ 
€ ى[ا................................................................................................................................. 
94 . تanoi ¨f تwe¨]ا ` d§]ا ` £nb]ا مa{~]ا gه ai14001 ؟  )ji]ا-تwe¨]ا عg| -jی]او È§]ا - 




95 .؟ ا]ا ¾§] £nb]ا مa{~]ا gه ai 
  




96 .؟ ¾§]ا Ymb  jmbﺉa²]ا رamا ax dی ]ا طو[\]ا ه ai 
....................................................................................................................................................
............................................................................................................................................... 
97 .؟ ا]ا ¾§]ا qb a] ﺝgی ]ا ءاﺝا dها ه ai 
€  jm|اg²]ا 
€ b]ا تa 
€  تambc]ا 
€ Yiw¨]ا تاءا[ﺝا 
€ ئراgo]ا 
€  تاcb]ا و ةﺝا 
€ lny ai qآ 
€  ى[أ
..................................................................................................................................... 
ةراد^ \MﺉU^ا \oﺝا`c^ا 




99 .Yیgsb]ا Yn¨~]ا _هai تanoi lmno] 14001 ؟ 
............................................................................................................................................... 
100 . lmnop ji ةدayw] Yیgsb]ا Yn¨~]ا _هai14001 ؟ 
................................................................................................................................................ 


















Appendix 4 Employees Questionnaire 
 
 وIJا LMNOP لRS نUMNVWا14001 )dMRc^ا( 
 
1. ؟ ¿x qbcp يª]ا عao²]ا gه ai 
  س~iqia                          _~`                        gi                  
2.  lmnopو ویا ةدaﺵ  لg§]ا j تaigci يا ی] qه14001؟ 
               dc|             
3.  تanobx ما]ا ىi ai14001؟ 
         yو                       mﺝ                        mc     ﺝgی            ف[أ                       
4.  lmnop cx Yیرود Ycﺝا[i ﺝgp qه14001؟  
          dc|               ف[أ                              
5.  lmnop qnr _smx ©¨i qb dp qه14001؟  
           dc|                                ف[أ             
6.  cx Yآ[\]ا جa|ا داز qه مa{| lmnop14001؟  
                dc|         ف[أ                               
7. آ مa{| lmnop [ﺙا m14001ادا `  ؟كء 
ﺝgی                       mc                           yو                       mﺝ 
8.   lmno] نaآ qه14001؟Yآ[\] Ysmn]ا qآa\b]ا qm²p ` ©او [ﺙا  
    mﺝ                      yو                         mc            ﺝgی           
9.  lmnop j ­| qه14001` q ىا [my ؟ qbc]ا مa{|  
        dc|                                           ف[أ     
10. ؟ abmbcpو Yآ[\] Ymsmn]اا Yyam¨]ax ی[c]ا dp qه 
            dc|             ف[أ                               
11. ؟ Ysmn]ax ةرa Yیg|aﺙ تae~i ﺝgp qه 
         dc|                ف[أ                              
12. ax ةرa تai يا ﺝgp qه؟Ysmn] 
ف[أ                                                      dc| 
13. Ymsmn]ا [هa{b]ا dها ه ai  £~b]ax  ؟ 
€  ءاg] تaﺙacn|إ)،تارam¨]ا ،جa|¹ا تamb ،jاb]ا ji رan]ا.( 
€ ¦amb] ی[p. 
€ Yn]ا تab]ا. 
€ ­me»]ا. 
€  Ymcmno]ا دراgb]او Ym]و¯ا داgb]ا كwyا)دgrg]ا كwyا qki( 
€ lnyai qآ 
€ ف[أ  
€  ى[ا............................................................................................................................ 
14.  [هa{b]ا ¦ªه [ﺙا qه]ا[ﺵani [m± ما [ﺵani Ymsmn Ysmn]ا  ؟  
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       [ﺵani         [ﺵani [m±     ف[أ                   
15.  lmnop ay qه14001؟q»`ا qb فو[ [m`gp   
                           dc| 
16.  aهªm~p dp _]ا Ymsmn]ا تاءا[ﺝا _هai  cx تanoi lmnop14001؟ 
€ ثg]ا ji §p Yیx تam~²pو ةﺝا ماyا 
€   ا[o qrا Yیx داgi ماyا Ysmn]ا ) Ysmn] Y²یﺹ  ( 
€ Yrao] Yیx ردai ماyا 
€  تab]ا ji ¾] [یو]ا Y²ی[³ ماyا)Recycle( 
€  Yrao]ا ردaiو مa]ا داgb] qrا ماyا)Ymcmno]ا دراgb]ا( 
€ lnyai qآ 
€ ﺝgp  
€  ف[أ  
€  ى[ا................................................................................................................................ 
17.  jm|اg²] qیcp يا Y]af _` qه¿~ نwا dی ؟ 
                dc|          ف[أ                             
18.  ه ai dها ]ا فاهای qbc]ا dcx a²m²§] am]af lmnop 14001؟  _ه aiوةb]اYm~i]ا ]ª] ةر[²b]ا ؟ 
...............................................................................................................................................
............................................................................................................................................. 
19.  dp qه ~ _mg]ا crgi [mp lmnop14001؟  
                           dc| 
20.  lmnop _` رود يا m]ا ~yا qه14001؟  
ف[ا                                                         dc| 
21. ، dc| Yxaﺝا |aآ اذا lmnop _` كرود gه ai 14001؟  
................................................................................................................................................
................................................................................................................................................ 
22.  _` آرaﺵ qهأ­iا[x يYmsmx ؟ Ymnیرp  
           dc|                 
23. ؟ Ymnیر]ا ­iا[n]ا مa²p qه 
€ يرود q\x 
€  Yﺉرao]ا تa§]ا yا abآ 
€ ى[ا تanob]ا وا فاها وا jm|اg²]ا _` qیcp ثf abآ 
€  lny ai qآ 
€ ف[أ  
€  ى[ا
................................................................................................................................ 
24.  ]ا Ymnیر]ا ­iا[n]ا dها ه aiam f ؟ 
................................................................................................................................................
................................................................................................................................................ 
25. لapا مa{| gه ai[\|و تaigcb]ا   ةرادا dci ¿cnp يª]ا Ymsmn]اآ[\]اY ؟ 
€ jmmiac]ا و jmgb] تاو~]ا و تاءa²]ا ² 
€ Ymigm]ا [یرa²]ا 
€  تا[\~]ا راﺹا ) Ymigی– Ymgnyا –Yی[ﺵ ( 
€ Yیرود Ymsmx تwei راﺹا 
€  lny ai qآ 
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€  ﺝgp  
€ ف[أ  
€  ى[ا
................................................................................................................................ 
26. dp ىi ىا ]اx ما]ا ؟lmﺙg]ا Ymb lmno 
ف[أ                        ﺝgی                     mc                          yو                         mﺝ 
27.  [ncp qه؟ qbc]ا [m¨] Yr[ci وا rg] Ycm»i lmﺙg]ا Ymb 
ف[أ                                                         dc| 
28.  lmnop ~14001؟ xaeیا [ﺙا lmﺙg]ا ¿mbc] |aآ qه  )رgﺹةia Y( 
              mc                          yو                         mﺝف[أ                        ﺝgی        
29.  lmnop dp14001]ا جa|ا    ¿x qbcp يª؟ 
          dc|                ف[أ                              
30.  lmnop dp qه14001 ةیe]ا جa|ا طgo   £~b]ax؟ 
               dc|                           ف[أ              
31. lmnop تanob] aًcnp تambc]ا ` d§]ا نgی mآ 14001؟ 
         mﺝ                     yو                           mc      ﺝgی       ف[أ                         
32.  qه كa~هn]ا  ¦[ﺙÅb]ا تambc]ا _` d§pYsm؟  
dc|                          ف[أ                              
33. ءىراg³ o ﺝgp qه؟ 
       dc|                  ف[أ                              
34. ؟ Yﺉرao]ا تa§]ا را[p لci gه ai 
i                      aی[ﺵ                         amgnyا                    amigی qm\p Yیاx qآ £ 
35.  £i qiac]ا dی نaآ mآ lmnop qnr ¿ﺉرao]ا تa§]ا14001 ؟ 
€ Yiw¨]او jiا ةﺝا ماyا 
€ qbc]ا نai _` Yی[یª§]ا تafg]ا ماyا 
€  Ym]وا تa`acyا قو~ﺹ [m`gp 
€  Ynya~b]ا lی[§]ا تaیa³ [m`gp 
€  a] ض[c]ا jbی _]ا [³ab]ax لabc]ا Ymgp 
€ y ai qآ ln 
€ ف[أ  
€  ى[ا
............................................................................................................................... 
36.  lmnop cx 14001؟ئراgo]ا تاداcyا [mmp dp qه  
أ                                                       dc|ف[ 
37.  dc| Yxaﺝا |aآ اذا , lmnop cx14001؟Yﺉرao]ا تa§]ا £i qiac] تاداcyا dها _هai  
€ ئراgo]ا تاداcyا Y`aآو Yiw¨]او jiا Yb{| Yیرو]ا Ycﺝا[b]ا 
€ ¿ﺙوf را[p ~e] ئرa³ ثوf cx Ycﺝا[b]ا 
€ Yﺉرao]ا تa§]ا Yﺝاgi  یر]ا 
€ تاciو ةرgoi ةﺝا [m`gp Yیab§]  )تaiabآ- تازar – Yیarو Y¨n]أ- .....Æ]ا( 
€  Yiw¨]او jiا ةﺝax qbc]ا نai mep ) lی[§]ا تaیa³– تafg]ا – Yیg]ا ةﺝا - ..... Æ]ا( 
€  lny ai qآ 
€  ى[ا
................................................................................................................................ 
38.  lmnop qr qه14001؟ Yﺉرao]ا تa§]ا ثوf ji  
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        dc|                  ف[أ                             
39.  lmnop ji ةدayا bp qه14001؟Yﺉرao]ا تa§]ا £i qiac]ا `  
         mﺝ              yو                            mc            ﺝgی         ف[أ                         
40. ؟ءaoا را[p مc] Ycnb]ا Ym§m§]ا تاءا[ﺝا ه ai 
o  Ymbc]ا [mmp 
o  Yi¨b]ا داgb]ا لاnyا 
o aﺙgp qrاو ةرgoiو Ykیf ى[ax ةﺝا لاnyا 
o  ةءaآ [kآا [ax qiac]ا [mmp 
o  qiac]ا یرpµo]ا را[p ~epو ¦ءادا jm¨§] 
o  lny ai qآ 
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Appendix 5 Graphs of the result 
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Graphs by employee position
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periodic review after applying 14001
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production increase after applying the 14001
Graphs by employee position
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wastes harmful to the environment
Graphs by employee position
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environmental aspects impact directly or indirectly 
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role in the application 
Graphs by employee position
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frequency of training programs
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frequency of emergency situations
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emergency preparedness before the application 
Graphs by employee position
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emergency preparedness changed after the application
Graphs by employee position
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most important emergency preparedness after the application
Graphs by employee position
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